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ABSTRACT 
One of the oldest hypotheses for  the advantage of recombination is that recombination allows benefi- 

cial mutations that arise in  different individuals to be placed together  on  the same  chromosome. Unless 
recombination occurs, one of the beneficial alleles is doomed  to extinction, slowing the rate at which 
adaptive  mutations are  incorporated within a  population. We model the effects of a  modifier of recombi- 
nation  on  the fixation probability of beneficial mutations when beneficial alleles are segregating at  other 
loci. We find  that modifier alleles that increase recombination do  increase the fixation probability of 
beneficial mutants  and subsequently  hitchhike  along as the  mutants rise in  frequency. The strength of 
selection favoring a  modifier that increases  recombination is proportional  to A'S&/ r when linkage is 
tight and h2S3Sr/ N when linkage is loose, where A is the beneficial mutation rate per  genome  per 
generation  throughout a population of  size N, S is the average mutant effect, r is the average recombina- 
tion rate,  and &is the  amount  that recombination is modified. We conclude  that selection for recombina- 
tion will be substantial only if there is tight linkage within the  genome  or if many loci are subject to 
directional  selection as during periods of rapid evolutionary change. 

A LTHOUGH sexual reproduction  and recombina- 
tion are widespread among eukaryotes, the forces 

that  are primarily responsible for  the evolution of  re- 
combination  continue  to  be hotly debated [ for many 
of the  arguments see articles in MICHOD and LEVIN 1988 
and in  the special issue  of the Journal of Heredity devoted 
to this topic (1993, Vol. 84, no. 5)  1 .  One of the oldest 
hypotheses for  the advantage of sex and recombination 
is that it allows beneficial mutations, initially carried by 
different individuals, to be  combined  together  into  the 
same individual (FISHER 1930; MULLER 1932; see also 
MORGAN 1913, p. 14).  In  other words, mutations  that 
arise on a  poor  genetic  background can recombine 
onto a  better  genetic  background. This uncouples  the 
fate of a  mutation  from  the fate of the rest of the ge- 
nome  in which the  mutation  appears. As a conse- 
quence,  recombination  tends to increase the probabil- 
ity  of fixation of beneficial mutations  (BARTON 1995b). 
In this article, we demonstrate  that this stochastic advan- 
tage to  recombination favors the evolution of increased 
recombination rates at modifier loci even in the ab- 
sence of  selective interactions  (epistasis)  among loci. 
Before we describe our model further, we begin by re- 
viewing other hypotheses for  the advantage of recombi- 
nation. 

The various hypotheses for the advantage of genetic 
recombination fall naturally into two groups ( c j  MAY- 
NARD SMITH 1978, p. 73; KONDRASHOV 1993) : (1  ) re- 
combination  confers an immediate  benefit (physiologi- 
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cal hypotheses) and ( 2 )  recombination  generates varia- 
tion that may be beneficial in the face of selection 
(generative  hypotheses) . Experimental evidence indi- 
cates that  neither  a physiological nor a generative expla- 
nation is wholly  satisfactory and  that  the evolution of 
recombination has been governed by elements of both 
types  of explanation.  Understanding this evidence is 
critical if  we are to assess the merits of any particular 
hypothesis. 

Physiological  hypotheses: Recombination plays a 
critical physiological and mechanistic role in the life 
cycle  of the cell. One such role is in the  repair of DNA 
damage, which has led several authors to argue  that 
DNA repair is a major function of recombination and 
the primary one in bacteria ( BERNSTEIN et al. 1988; 
MICHOD and LEVIN 1988; COX 1993). The repair hy- 
pothesis for  the evolution of recombination is sup- 
ported by the finding  that many proteins  that were orig- 
inally identified as required  for  recombination  are also 
critical for  the  repair of DNA lesions, cross-links and 
double  strand breaks [ e.g., the RecA,  RecE,  RecJ, and 
RecQ  proteins  in Escherichia  coli (COX 1993; KUSANO et 
al. 1994) and RAD51,  RAD52, and RAD54 proteins  in 
Saccharomyces  cerevisiae ( BMILE et al. 1992 ) ] . Mutants at 
these loci recombine  at  a lower frequency and often 
fail to replicate in  the  presence of DNA damage.  Under 
this repair hypothesis, the advantage of recombination 
derives from  the  immediate  benefit of ensuring cell 
survival in the face of DNA damage. 

Another  important physiological role of recombina- 
tion is the stabilization of homologous chromosomes 
during meiosis in sexual eukaryotes (BAKER et al. 1976; 
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HAWLEY et al. 1988) . Chiasmata (the cytological mani- 
festation of genetic  exchange between chromosomes) 
serve to hold non-sister chromosome pairs together 
during meiosis until they migrate apart  at anaphase I. 
Typically, there is at least one chiasma per chromosome 
pair per meiosis,  with the frequency of achiasmate chro- 
mosomes being  much less than  expected based on a 
Poisson distribution ( KNAPP 1960; HAWLEY 1988; BURT 
et al. 1991).  In studies from  a variety  of organisms in- 
cluding Drosophila mlanogaster ( BAKER et al. 1976) , s. 
cerevisiae ( ENGEBRECHT et al. 1990) , Caenorhabditis ek- 
guns ( VILLENUEVE 1994),  and humans ( KOEHLER et al. 
1996),  the frequency of achiasmate chromosomes has 
been  found  to  correlate positively  with abnormal segre- 
gation and aneuploidy. Interestingly, an excessive num- 
ber of crossover events per chromosome may also  im- 
pair segregation ( M E W  and FROST 1964; KOEHLER 
et al. 1996), presumably because of the mechanical dif- 
ficulties in separating highly intertwined homologues 
during meiosis. These findings are most consistent with 
the view that  the  need  for  proper disjunction during 
meiosis places selective constraints on  the frequency of 
chiasmata. These selective constraints are  often dis- 
missed by evolutionary biologists for two reasons (e.g., 
MAYNARD SMITH 1978, p. 74; CHARLESWORTH et al. 
1985).  The first is that  a  number of species, including 
D. melanogaster, have dispensed with chiasmata alto- 
gether in one sex ( BURT et al. 1991 ) .  A wide  variety of 
alternative segregation systems are known to help  en- 
sure  proper disjunction of chromosomes during meio- 
sis, including  the distributive system in Drosophila fe- 
males and pairing-site-mediated segregation in Dro- 
sophila males ( HAWLEY 1988; HAWLEY and THEURKAUF 
1993). These systems make it possible for  a species to 
lose chiasmata in one sex without dire fitness costs. 
Nevertheless, these “back-up” systems are  often limited 
in  distribution  to  a  particular  group of species and  are 
often not failsafe. For example, aneuploidy is more fre- 
quent in  the  absence of cross-overs in Drosophila fe- 
males despite the existence of the distributive system 
(which actually  involves  two separate achiasmate segre- 
gation mechanisms; HAWLEY and THEURKAUF 1993) . 
Therefore, even though  a species may  evolve other 
means to ensure  proper  disjunction,  “genetic recombi- 
nation, or crossing-over, is the primary means by which 
the disjunction of homologous chromosomes at meiosis 
I is ensured” ( KOEHLER et al. 1996, p. 1495).  The sec- 
ond reason why evolutionary biologists  have  dismissed 
the  notion of  selective constraints on  the evolution of 
recombination is that, even if chiasmata were  necessary 
for segregation, it is presumed  that  their position is 
free to vary. For example, if no recombination were 
advantageous, selection could favor  crossover mecha- 
nisms that preferentially target  the  ends of chromo- 
somes, which  would ensure segregation but would en- 
tail little recombination. There is evidence, however, 
that  the  frequency of aneuploidy also increases when 

chiasmata occur at  the  ends of chromosomes,  perhaps 
because the tension provided by terminal chiasmata 
may not be sufficient to  prevent  premature  separation 
of chromosomes during meisois ( KOEHLER et al. 1996). 
We therefore  conclude  that,  in most species, the  need 
for proper segregation acts as a selective force con- 
straining  the position as  well  as the  number of chias- 
mata. It is possible for other selective forces to be suffi- 
ciently strong  that evolution may overcome these con- 
straints, but it remains to be determined how often this 
occurs. 

Generative hypotheses: The above discussion  sug- 
gests that  the physiological functions of recombination 
might completely govern its evolution, with the  genera- 
tion of genetic variability being  a  mere byproduct ( COX 
1993).  The strongest evidence that  generating  genetic 
variability must also  play a role in  the evolution of re- 
combination rates comes from artificial selection exper- 
iments. In a  number of experiments in a variety  of or- 
ganisms, it has been observed that  recombination rates 
increase after  a  period of direct selection upon traits 
not associated with recombination (reviewed in KOROL 
and ILIADI 1994). For example, KOROL and ILIADI 
(1994) selected both positively and negatively for geo- 
taxis in D. melanogaster and observed substantial in- 
creases in recombination. Across  all regions studied, 
recombination rates rose from 217.0 cM in  the  control 
line to 295.9 cM in  the geo’ and 283.4 cM in the geo- 
line over a  period of 50 generations. KOROL and ILIADI 
concluded  that  “directional selection for any trait for 
many generations can play an  important role in rec- 
system evolution.” Such results are difficult to reconcile 
with  any  of the physiological explanations  for recombi- 
nation.  Instead, they suggest that  recombination does 
evolve, at least in  part, to generate  genetic variability in 
the face of selection. 

A number of theories for  the advantage of recombi- 
nation have been  proposed  that focus on  the generative 
role of recombination (see reviews  by KONDRA~HOV 
1993 and FELDMAN et al. 1996). By changing  the array 
of offspring genotypes expected  upon  reproduction, 
recombination affects the fitness distribution among 
descendants of an individual, leading to indirect selec- 
tion on recombination  that can cause recombination 
rates to evolve. This process has been  studied using 
modifier models that track the dynamics of loci that 
alter  recombination rates ( NEI 1967; FELDMAN 1972). 
Results from these models have demonstrated  that pro- 
ducing  recombinant offspring may favor increased re- 
combination, but  need  not. For instance, in a  constant 
environment without mutation,  recombination is se- 
lected against (ALTENBERG and FELDMAN 1987). In  a 
fluctuating  environment, increased recombination 
rates can evolve, but  the  conditions  that favor increased 
recombination  are fairly restrictive ( CHARLESWORTH 
1976, 1990; BARTON 1995a). Finally,  with selection ei- 
ther against deleterious  mutations or for beneficial mu- 
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tations, recombination can be favored if there is nega- 
tive  epistasis among mutations, that is, if the fitness of 
an individual with multiple deleterious (or beneficial) 
mutations is lower than  expected from the  product of 
their individual effects ( FELDMAN et al. 1980; KONDW 
HOV 1982; CHAIUESWORTH 1990; BARTON 1995a; OTTO 
and FELDMAN 1997). This last hypothesis is currently 
favored by many evolutionary biologists. The main 
problem with it is that  there is limited evidence for 
the existence of negative epistasis [coming largely from 
theoretical considerations and from an  experimental 
study by MUKAI ( 1969) in D. melunoguster] . A further 
problem is that  the advantage of recombination is  less- 
ened  and can even disappear if loci vary in their interac- 
tions, with some loci interacting strongly and others 
weakly or  not at all (OTTO and FELDMAN 1997). 

All  of the above modifier models have,  however, ig- 
nored stochastic effects such as sampling fluctuations 
experienced by new mutations. Even in large popula- 
tions, the effects  of random sampling are substantial 
when mutations first appear  and recombination can 
play an  important role in this process. It has been shown 
that  a new beneficial mutation is more likely to fix  if 
it is unlinked to other selected loci; the  higher  the 
recombination  rate,  the  higher  the probability of fixa- 
tion (HILL  and ROBERTSON  1966; FELSENSTEIN 1974; 
BARTON 1995b). It is this effect that we explore in  this 
paper. We demonstrate  that increased recombination 
rates can evolve at  a modifier locus, even  in the absence 
of epistatic interactions among genes, as a result of the 
increased fixation probability of beneficial mutations. 
This result may help explain the increased recombina- 
tion rates observed in the directional selection experi- 
ments cited by KOROL and  ILIADI. Although these au- 
thors favored the negative epistasis hypothesis to ex- 
plain the advantage of recombination after a  period of 
strong directional selection, it seems unlikely to us that, 
in each example cited by KOROL and ILIADI, there is 
negative epistasis among  the selected set of  loci. The 
hypothesis studied in this paper,  that recombination 
increases the rate of fixation of beneficial mutations 
and thereby the rate of adaptation, is an alternative 
explanation for these experimental results. It is more 
parsimonious in that  the  random sampling of individual 
mutations necessarily leads to  interference  among 
linked loci in their response to selection, whereas the 
deterministic alternatives require  that  there be negative 
epistasis (BARTON 1995a) . 

This hypothesis has a  long history  in evolutionary 
biology, a history that is worth summarizing since our 
results touch on some recurring themes in the  literature 
(for  further details see the review by FELSENSTEIN 
1974). 

Historical perspective: Early arguments  for  the evo- 
lution of recombination (MORGAN 1913; FISHER 1930; 
MULLER 1932) focused on  the ability of recombination 

to place beneficial mutations together on the same 
chromosome. 

For, unless advantageous  mutations occur so seldom that 
each has had time to become predominant before the 
next  appears, they can only come  to  be simultaneously 
in the same  gamete by means of recombination. 

" R .  A. FISHER (1930, p. 104) 

This hypothesis was later modeled by CROW and KIMURA 

( 1965). They argued that, in asexual  lineages, mutations 
would  only  survive  if  they occur within the single lineage 
that is destined, in the long run, to  leave descendants. In 
sexual lineages, however,  all mutations could potentially 
survive.  According to their calculations, the relative rate 
of incorporation of  new mutations could be several  or- 
ders of magnitude larger with recombination than with- 
out recombination. This  advantage was verified by HILL 
and ROBERTSON ( 1966), who  showed by simulation that 
new mutations were more likely to fix  in  organisms with 
recombination. A strong counter-argument was immedi- 
ately produced by MAYNARD SMITH ( 1968). He noted 
that, in a deterministic model with multiplicative  selec- 
tion and with no initial disequilibrium, the frequency of 
the various  haplotypes is independent of the recombina- 
tion fraction in  all future generations. Consequently, re- 
combination neither hastens nor impedes the rate of 
adaptation. In his model, recombination simply did not 
affect the probability that beneficial alleles  were found 
together in the same genome. 

Does recombination provide the immense advantage 
argued by CROW and KIMURA ( 1965) or  no necessary 
advantage as argued by MAYNARD SMITH ( 1968) ? The 
discrepancy between these arguments is subtle. MAY- 

NARD SMITH maintained that it was unreasonable to 
assume, as  CROW and IMURA did,  that mutations at  a 
locus are  unique events, occurring in a single individual 
within a  population. Instead, he assumed that muta- 
tions are  produced in a population at a certain rate, a 
rate that is independent of the selective advantage of 
the  mutation  and its linkage relationships with other 
loci. MAYNARD SMITH'S assumption of a  constant influx 
of mutations is,  however,  also untenable for finite popu- 
lations. Complex mutations (duplications, rearrange- 
ments) may only occur  once in the history of a popula- 
tion. Specific point mutations, while not so rare,  are 
still uncommon.  The  mutation rate in mammals is ~ 4 . 6  
X lo-' per site per year  based on the rate of  synony- 
mous substitutions ( LI and  GRAUR 1991, p. 71 ) . In addi- 
tion, most of these mutations are lost soon after they 
arise. Therefore, factors such as recombination, which 
increase the fixation probability of mutations, can re- 
duce  the waiting  time for a successful mutation, even 
when such mutations are  recurrent. 

HALDANE (1927) was the first to study the fixation 
probability, P ,  of a particular mutant allele in a large 
but  not infinite population. With s measuring the selec- 
tive advantage of a  mutant allele at  a locus and ignoring 
all other loci  within the  genome,  he showed that Pis  
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the positive root of the  equation 1 - P = e - ( ’+ ’ ) ‘ ,  which 
for weak selection gives P 2s. With multiple loci and 
multiplicative or additive selection, the probability of 
fixation of a beneficial mutation is  always reduced when 
other substitutions are  in progress, especially when 
the loci are linked (HILL  and ROBERTSON 1966; 
FELSENSTEIN 1974; BARTON 1995b). Dynamically,  this 
occurs because randomly generated linkage disequilib- 
rium has the effect, on average, of reducing  the re- 
sponse of allele frequencies to selection ( KARLIN 1973) . 
For instance, it is straightforward to show, using a sim- 
ple two-locus haploid  model,  that variance in disequilib- 
rium always decreases the  expected  change in allele 
frequency of a selected locus, even when the  mean dis- 
equilibrium is zero. A single beneficial mutation ap- 
pearing at  one locus on a  random  genetic  background 
with respect to a  second locus has an  expected disequi- 
librium of zero but  a positive variance. Averaged over all 
genetic backgrounds,  the randomly generated linkage 
disequilibria decrease the rate at which the new benefi- 
cial mutation rises in  frequency and therefore  reduce 
the  chance  that  the allele will survive  loss due to random 
sampling. Recombination, by reducing  genetic associa- 
tions, reduces  the  interference between loci in  their 
response to selection, bringing  the probability of  fixa- 
tion back  toward 2s (BARTON 1995b). An alternative 
view  of this effect focuses on changes in the effective 
population size; selection acting on a  number of  loci 
causes random fluctuations analogous to those due to 
random drift and thereby  reduces  the power of  selec- 
tion over drift  at any particular locus (HILL  and ROE 
ERTSON 1966; BARTON 1995b).  The magnitude of the 
advantage to recombination from reducing  interfer- 
ence  among loci  was,  however,  largely overestimated by 
CROW and KIMURA, who assumed that  recombination 
would enable  the fixation of  all beneficial mutations 
(see BODMER 1970). BARTON ( 1995b) recently derived 
the fixation probability of a beneficial mutation at  one 
locus, an arbitrary distance from a second selected lo- 
cus. Using a similar approach, we follow the dynamics 
of a modifier locus whose alleles alter  the  rate of recom- 
bination between selected loci and consequently affect 
the fixation probability of beneficial mutations. This 
work is the first  analytical study to assess whether recom- 
bination may have  evolved to increase the fixation prob- 
ability  of adaptive mutations and  hence remove the lim- 
its that  are placed on natural selection by the initial 
genetic associations of beneficial mutations. 

MODEL 

We consider  a  three locus model in which two loci 
(J  and K )  are  under directional selection and a  third 
locus ( M )  modifies recombination rates between the 
three loci (notation is summarized in  Table 1 ) . We  will 
assume that  the  gene order is M F ,  although  the analy- 
sis applies more generally. Directional selection favors 

TABLE 1 

S u m m a r y  of notation 

Frequency of allele 1 at loci M,J,  and R 

Frequency of allele 0 at loci M, J, and K, 

Selective advantage of the  rare beneficial 

Selective advantage of the beneficial allele 

Scaled advantage of the rare allele ( e  = s/S) 
Recombination between  loci MJ VK) 
Change in rl (r2) due to the modifier 
Scaled recombination rates (pl = rJL’$ p2 = r2/S’) 
Fixation probability of a single rare allele when 

linked with the 2’’’ allele at  the modifier locus 
and the kLh allele at  the second selected locus 

Average fixation probability of a single rare allele 
on genetic background k 

Change in Pk due to a modifier 
Average fixation probability across  all 

respectively 

respectively 

mutation at locus J 

segregating at locus K 

backgrounds scaled by the expectation of 2s. n 
Difference in fixation probability between genetic 

backgrounds scaled by 2s. A = (Pl - Po) / (2s) .  
Effect  of modifier on average fixation probability 

= ( p k p l  + @10)/(2s). 

scaled by 2s &2/S. 6 n = ( p k  6P1 + yk 6Pn)/ 
(2s 6 d 5 3 .  

Effect  of modifier on difference in fixation 
probability between genetic backgrounds 
scaled by 2s 6r2/S. 6A = (6Pl - 6P0) / (2s  6r2/S).  

~ 

allele kl over ko at locus K (with selection coefficient 
S) and allele jl over jo (with selection coefficient s)  . 
The frequency of the favored allele 1 at a locus (say 
K )  is measured by p k ,  while the alternative allele 0 is 
measured by q k  = 1 - p k .  Selection acts either  at  the 
haploid or diploid stage and is assumed to be multipli- 
cative both within and across loci. The alleles m, and 
at  the modifier locus control  the rates of recombination 
among  the loci. Denote  the  rate of recombination be- 
tween  loci M and J as rl and between J and K as r2, 
where these are average rates observed over  all modifier 
genotypes initially present within the  population.  In  a 
given individual, we assume that replacing an wz,, allele 
with an ml allele increases the recombination  rate by a 
small amount (Sr, between M and  Jand 6r2 between J 
and K )  as  shown in Table 2 (see also BARTON 1995a). 

We make two  key assumptions.  First, we assume that 
the modifier is  weak ( 6r < r )  . Then, though the average 
rate of recombination will change over  time  as the mod- 
ifier  alleles change in frequency, this  effect is negligible: 
the allele frequency change at locus M will on average 
be proportional to brand therefore the change in average 
recombination rate will be order ( 6 r )  ‘. Second, we as- 
sume that the population is  very large ( 2Ns + 1 ) ,  so that 
the fate of a new  favorable mutation is decided while  it 
is still rare. (The evolution  of recombination in small 
populations will be examined in a subsequent article.) 
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TABLE 2 

Recombination rates with a modifier 

Recombination  rate 

When there is a polymorphism at  a locus, K ,  with 
allele kl sweeping through  the  population, it has been 
shown that  the probability of fixation of  new beneficial 
mutations at a  second locus, J ,  is higher when recombi- 
nation between the selected loci is frequent  (BARTON 
1995b) . Consequently, the  mutant allele jl will be more 
likely to fix when it arises with the high-recombination 
allele, m, , than when it arises with rn,, . Thereafter, if jl 
rises to fixation, it will tend to carry along with it the 
ml allele. While the  change  in allele frequency  at  a 
neutral locus in response to selection at  another locus 
is known  as “hitchhiking,” this  case differs from most 
examples of hitchhiking  in  that it is not neutral.  Instead 
we expect  a  change in the allele frequencies  at  the M 
locus since ml increases the fixation probability of j ,  
and  therefore is more likely to  experience  a  hitch  than 
the % allele. This is the effect that we  wish to quantify. 
To start, we must estimate the probability of fixation of 
allele jl when it first appears within the  population on 
each of the  four  backgrounds  made possible by  poly- 
morphism at  both  the modifier locus ( M )  and  the se- 
lected locus ( K )  . 

We  will assume that when the new beneficial muta- 
tion arises, there is no linkage disequilibrium between 
the modifier of recombination and  the locus ( K )  that 
is already polymorphic. Furthermore, we  will assume 
that  the  mutation arises at  random  on  one of the  four 
genetic  backgrounds  according to their  frequencies in 
the population at  that time. Therefore, on average, the 
modifier locus is initially at linkage equilibrium with 
the  other loci. Denote the probability of fixation of the 
mutant allele jl on a  particular  genetic  background by 
Pmk, where m denotes  the allele at  the modifier locus 
( 1 for ml and 0 for %) and k denotes  the allele at  the 
other selected locus (1 for k1 and 0 for k , )  . 

First consider  the simple case  of one selected locus. 
The fixation probability, P[ t] , of a single copy of the 
j l  allele is measured  before selection in generation t. 
Reproduction  then occurs such  that  the number of off- 
spring alleles expected  from a j l  allele is Poisson distrib- 
uted with mean 1 + s (fertility selection ) . The probabil- 
ity  of eventual fixation of a single copy  of the beneficial 
mutation  in  the  next  generation, P[ t + 11, is then re- 
lated to P[ t ]  by 

r 

1 - ~ [ t ]  = e - ( ’ + ’ )  (1 + s ) i  
(1 - P [ t +  l ] ) ] ,  

j =o  j !  

since the probability that  the  parental allele is eventu- 
ally lost is equal to the probability that all the offspring 
alleles are eventually lost. Evaluating the  sum, we have 
1 - p[ t] = e - ( l + s l P [ l + l l  

= 1 - (1  + S ) P [ t +  13 + + O(S‘ ) ,  
P [ t  + 11‘ 

L 

since Pis order s, which is small ( HALDANE 1927; BAR- 
TON 1995b).  In continuous time, the fixation probabil- 
ity  of a single beneficial mutation changes over time as 

dP P‘ 
- = -sP+ - .  
dt 2 

In  the simplest one-locus model,  changes over time in 
the  genetic  background  are  ignored and selection is 
assumed to remain  constant,  in which  case P[ t + 11 = 
P[ t] and dP/ dt = 0, and we obtain  the classic result 
that  the probability of fixation of a new beneficial allele 
is approximately 2s ( HALDANE 1927). 

In an analogous manner,  the probability of fixation 
of a  mutation can be calculated in a multi-locus context 
by taking into  account  changes  that  occur  in  the genetic 
background  in which a  mutation is found  (more details 
may be found  in BARTON 1995b).  In  the  three locus 
model described above, the exact iteration  for  the prob- 
ability  of fixation of a single copy of jl initially linked 
to m1 and kl is 
1 - Pll[tI 

( 1 + s) ( 1 + S) / ( 1 + p k S )  is the fitness of the ml j l k l  
haplotype relative to the  mean fitness in the  population 
at  the time ( =1 + p k S ) .  PT, [ t + 11 is the expected 
fixation probability of a single offspring copy ofjl taking 
into account all  possible ways in which  its genetic back- 
ground  could  change. By assuming random pairing 
with the  other haplotypes in the  population, 

PTI [ t + 11 = (pmp:  + pmq: (1 - (r2 + 26r2qm) ) 
+ qmPW - r1) + q m q w  - r1) 
x (1 - (rz - b ( p m  - q m ) ) ) ) P l l [ t +  11 
+ (pmq$(r2 + 2 Sr2 qm) + qmqf ( l  - r l )  
x ( E ?  - & ( p m  - q m ) ) ) S o [ t  + 11 + (qmp:rl 
+ qmqfrl(l  - (r2 - S r ‘ ( p m  - q m ) ) ) ) P o l [ t +  11 

+ (qmq$rl(r* - & ( p m  - qm)))Poo[t+ 11. ( 2 )  
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This formula applies whether the population is diploid, 
in which  case the pairing has occurred  before fertility 
selection, or haploid  in which  case the pairing will occur 
after fertility selection. In  either case, the probability of 
pairing with an ml allele is p ,  and with an q allele is 
qm = 1 - p, ,  but  the probability of pairing with a kl 
allele must take into account  the fertility advantage of 
kl in  partner haplotypes, since haplotypes bearing  the 
kl allele are  expected to produce  more offspring (by a 
factor 1 + S) than haplotypes bearing  the ko allele. 
That is, we must weight the probability of pairing by 
the  expected  number of offspring produced by each 
pair. This is equivalent to setting  the probability of pair- 
ing with kl to the frequency of kl after selection, p f  = 
( 1 -t s)  p k /  ( 1 + pks), and  the probability of pairing 

The first part of ( 2 )  multiplying Pll [ t + 11 gives the 
probability that no change  in  background occurs. The 
second  part multiplying PI,[ t + 11 gives the probability 
thatj, becomes linked with ml and K O  in the  next  genera- 
tion, etc. For ease of writing, we have redefined rl to 
equal  the  rate of recombination between M and J in 
q m l  heterozygotes (that is, rl - Srl ( p ,  - 4,) -+ rl ) . 
This redefinition is reasonable since only the recombi- 
nation  rate between M and J in heterozygotes enters 
into  the  equation. The recombination  rate between M 
and  Jin qq and mlml individuals is immaterial since 
such a  recombination event will not lead to a  change 
in background  for  the new beneficial mutation. Similar 
formulae can be developed for  the other Pmk[ t ]  . 

By assuming that selection is  weak and that  the fixa- 
tion probabilities Pmk are o( s) , we can rewrite ( 1 ) as 

with ko to 4: = 1 - p f  . 

Ap11 = p11[t + 11 - P11[t] - ( s  + sqk)P11 

+ p ' : , / 2  + (pll - PlO) (1 - pl1 + s f q k s )  

x ( ( 1  - qmrdq;(r2 + Srz(q,  - p , ) )  + ~ r 2 p m q : )  

+ (PI1 - Po1)(1 - PI1 + s +  qks)qmrl( l  - d ( r 2  

+ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ m - p ~ ) ) ) + ( ~ l l - ~ ~ ~ ) ( ~ - p l l + s + ~ k s )  

X qmr1qf(r2 + b r 2 ( q m - p m ) )  + %[(P11  -Pol)qm~l 

x ( 1  - q:%4 + (PI1 - P1o)qfr2(1 - qmr1) 

+ (Pll - Poo) q m q : m l  + 4 s 2 )  + 46%). ( 3 )  

When selection is weak, the  change in P,k over time 
will be small and we can make the  continuous time 
approximation, dPmk/ dt P,k[ t + 11 - Pd[ t ]  . Since 
the modifier is assumed to be weak, it will only cause 
slight changes in the fixation probabilities. We can then 
write P I I  = Pl + qrn SPl , Plo = Po + qm SPo, Po, = PI - 
pm 6 P l ,  and Poo = Po - p ,  dp,. Pk represents  the fixation 
probability ofjl when linked with allele k averaged over 
the two backgrounds  at the modifier locus (Pk = pmPlk 
+ q,Pok), whereas 6Pk represents the difference in fixa- 
tion probability of jl between the two backgrounds at 
the modifier locus (SPA = P1k - Pok). 

To analyze  these equations further, we  follow the proce- 
dure described in BARTON ( 1995b). Whether or not the 
new beneficial mutation ( j , )  will become  established is 
determined largely  while  it  is  still rare, during which  time 
it will not greatly perturb the dynamics at locus K. Assum- 
ing that the beneficial  allele kl is already  sufficiently  fre- 
quent that its  dynamics are deterministic and assuming 
that selection is  relatively  weak at locus K ,  the frequency 
of kl can  be  described by the logistic equation, 

where time is measured relative to  the mid-point of the 
sweep of allele k1 ( p k  = at t = 0 ) . The probability 
of fixation of jl can then be determined using these 
equations  for p k  and qk. 

To simplify the  equations, we employ the following 
scalings (BARTON 1995b) : 

II measures the probability of fixation averaged across 
all backgrounds relative to the  expected fixation proba- 
bility from one locus theory ( 2 s ) .  A measures the dif- 
ference in fixation probability between the two genetic 
backgrounds (with kl and with K O )  also  relative to 2s. 
We will measure variation in these quantities due to the 
modifier locus by 

6Il measures the  amount by which the probability of 
fixation is increased by the modifier, while 6A measures 
changes in A caused by the modifier. Finally, time and 
the  other variables are scaled as 

Using these scalings and  the equations  for dPmk/  dt, we 
can obtain  equations describing how n, A, 6n, 6A 
change over time. Assuming that  recombination is  weak 
(specifically that r2 is not much  greater  than S) and 
retaining only leading order terms, 

" d A  - + (2n - 1 ) e  
dT 

dsn 
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+ ( 1 - 2 8 A ) ( ( p - q k ) s A - s n )  + A  

+ O ( s ) .  (10) 
Equations 7 and 8 are  the same as those in the absence 
of a modifier (Equations 6a and 6b in BARTON 199513). 
For loose recombination  (when p2 is large ) , some of 
the O( s) terms can no longer be neglected. More exact 
equations  that also apply for loose recombination are 
provided in APPENDIX B .  

The probability of fixation of the beneficial jl allele 
when it arises  with ml is related to the above quantities 
by the following formula, 

which is an average fixation probability with respect to 
the alleles at locus K. Similarly, if jl arises  with allele 
m,,, its probability of fixation is 

Either  the exact equations (1 ) or the  approximate 
equations ( 7 )  - ( 10) may be solved numerically, e.g., 
using the Runge-Kutta method employed by  NDSolve 
of Mathernatica (WOLFRAM RESEARCH 1993)  (further 
details are available in BARTON 1995b). These equa- 
tions describe the  impact of directional selection in 
the background on  the probability of fixation of a new 
beneficial mutation as a function of time. They also 
describe the effect of a modifier on the average proba- 
bility  of fixation. In Figure 1, II and 6 l l  are shown as 
a function of the time T when the jl mutation  appears 
[recall  that since T = St, p k  = e’/ ( 1 + e’) and thus T 
can be used to measure the frequency of kl when jl 
appears]. In  general,  the probability of fixation of j ,  
remains near 2s if the  mutation arises  while K is still 
uncommon ( T -+ -m) or if it arises when K is near 
fixation ( T 9 0 ) .  When there is substantial genetic 
variation at the K locus, however, the probability of 
fixation can be reduced dramatically, especially if selec- 
tion is  weak at locus J relative to locus K ( s/ S = 8 -e 
1 ) . We turn now to  approximate solutions that can be 
used when linkage is either tight or loose. Afterwards, 
we  will use these approximations to calculate the ex- 
pected change in frequency of a modifier allele. 

A weakly  selected mutation under tight linkage: In this 
section, we focus on the case  in  which the modifier will 
have the most dramatic influence on the probability of 
fixation  of j ,  : small 8 ( =s/ S) and small pL ( =r, / S )  . The 
details are presented in APPENDIX A, where we show that 

which  employs Equation A1 of BARTON ( 1995b) : 

Ao;= 
-40 -30 -20 -10 10 T 

B 
L . d  

11.25 

lfi 

0.25 
1- 

-30 -20 -10 l 

I l3 

-40 I -30 -20 -10 0 10 T 

FIGURE 1.-Decreasing the size  of pl ,  p 2 ,  e increases the 
importance of background selection. The solid curves  show a 
numerical evaluation of (7)  - ( 10).  n measures the amount 
by which  fixation is reduced from its expectation. 6l-I measures 
the increase  in  fixation  probability due to a modifier scaled by 
2 s  6r4/S. pk is the frequency of the favorable  allele at locus K 
All are graphed as a function of T ,  the time at which the new 
beneficial  allele appears at locus J. The dashed curves  give an 
approximate solution for 6ll from ( 13). (A)  p1 = p4 = e = 
1. (B)  PI = pn = e = 0.1. (c) p1 = p2 = e = 0.01. 

which is accurate for small 8 and p2, and for T < 0. 
As T approaches zero, approximation (13) becomes 
invalid. In this  case, 6n returns rapidly to zero. Figures 
1 and 2 illustrate that ( 13 ) does provide a good approxi- 
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A 
1 3  

6rI 
T 
I 

-40 -30 -20  -10 0 10 

B 

6rI 

t 3  

T I 
-40  -30 -20 -10 0 10 

C I f 2  

T - 
-40 -30 -20  -10 0 10 

FIGURE 2.-Decreasing either recombination  among loci 
or the  selection  coefficient of a new mutation  increases the 
effect of a modifier  on  the  probability of  fixation  of the muta- 
tion, shown here as increases in HI. Solid curves are  from a 
numerical  evaluation  of ( 7 )  - (10). Dashed curves are the 
approximate  solutions for 6n from (13). ( A )  p2 = 8 = 0.1. 
(B) p1 = 0 = 0.1. ( C )  p1 = p2 = 0.1. 

mation to 6l-I except  near  T = 0. As expected, as Tgoes 
to negative infinity, the effect of the modifier disappears 
(6II + 0 ) .  To  help  interpret these results, note  that  the 
difference between the fixation probability of jl when 
linked with ml and when linked with % is Fl - Fo = 
2s ( 6r2/ S )  6II. Since ( 13) for 6II is  always positive, an 
initial association with a modifier allele that increases 
recombination will  always increase the average fixation 
probability of a new beneficial mutation. The  amount 
by which it does so is proportional to ST,, such that  the 

stronger  the modifier, the  more likely it is for  a benefi- 
cial mutation to fix  within the  population. 

As a  numerical  example,  consider r1 = r2 = s = 0.01 
and S = 0.1 (that is, 19 = p1 = p2 = 0.1 as in Figure 1B) 
with a modifier frequency of p ,  = 0.5. If jl appears 
when p ,  = 4.5 X ( T = - l o ) ,  II is -0.4 and 6n is - 1. Therefore, selection at locus K reduces  the fixation 
probability of jl from the expectation of 2 s  = 0.02 to 
-0.008. The fixation probability o f j  when it is initially 
associated with ml is,  however, higher  than when it is 
initially associated with % by an  amount 4 / F o  1 + 
( 6r2611/IIS) = 1 + 25 ST,. The impact of a modifier 
is even more  pronounced when linkage is tighter. If in 
the above example rl and r, are  reduced to 0.001, the 
average fixation probability of j ,  is only about 0.001. 
Yet, the fixation probability of jl when  initially linked 
with ml is about 1 + 2000 6% times higher  than when 
initially linked with Q. Clearly, a modifier allele that 
increases recombination can substantially increase the 
probability of fixation of a beneficial mutation. In gen- 
eral,  the impact of a modifier on fixation probability 
will be greatest when linkage is tight. 

A measure that will become  important  in  determin- 
ing  the  expected  change  in frequency of a modifier is 
the net effect of the modifier on  the probability of 
fixation found by integrating 6Il over  all  possible  times 
of origin of  new beneficial mutations (see APPENDIX A )  . 
There we show that 

log[O] p , F  1 ,1+- ,2+ ' ,  ( [  0 
P1 P 

0 

where Fis the hypergeometric function.  Equation 15 is 
compared to numerical solutions of ( 1 ) in Table 3. As 
a  rough  approximation,  the  net effect is on  the  order 
of 1 / ( p 2 0 )  = S 2 /  ( sr, ) when recombination is rare 
within the  population ( rl, r2 4 s)  . 

Loose linkage: Although the strongest effect of a 
modifier on fixation probability is seen with tight link- 
age, it is important to assess the impact that  a modifier 
may have in a  genome  that already has substantial re- 
combination. Although we were unable to solve for 6n 
directly, it was possible  to get  an estimate for  the  net 
effect of the modifier as  shown in APPENDIX B .  With 
loose linkage ( rl, r2 %- S )  , the  net effect is given by 
(76 ) ,  which can be written in terms of the unscaled 
variables  as 

J:m 6IIdT 

M . (16) (qr2 + 2s + q s )  s3 
( r ,  + q + r2 - r,r, + s)  ( T I  + s - TIS) 

Equation 16 is also compared to numerical solutions of 
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TABLE 3 

Net effect of a modifier on the fixation  probability 

r2 
~ 

S Exact" Small r approx.' Large r approx.' Large r approx.d 

1 0 - ~  10 -~  

10 -~  1 0 - ~  
1 0 - ~  1 0 - ~  

10-2 
1 0 - ~  10-2 

10-2 
10-2 

10-2 
lo-* 1 0 - ~  
10-2 
10-2 1 0 - ~  

10 -~  
10-~  
10-2 
lo-' 

10 -~  
1 0 - ~  
10-2 
10-1 

10-2 
10" 

10 -~  
1 0 - ~  
lo-* 
10" 

10 -~  
10 -~  
10-2 
10" 

10 -~  
1 0 - ~  
10-2 
10" 

1031.18 
682.71 

37.91 
0.0022 

1.77 
1.55 
0.24 
0.0016 

1.38 
1.37 
1.47 
0.0018 

0.57 1 0 - ~  
0.69 10-~  
1.21 10-~  
1.21 lo-' 
2.03 

*2.21 10 -~  
*2.70 10 -~  
0.64 

2.67 
2.68 
2.79 1O" j  
3.17 

1034.81 
680.51 
NA 
NA 

2.32 
2.31 

NA 
NA 

4.44 
2.49 

NA 
NA 

NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 

NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 

NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 

NA 
NA 

3.72 
0.0020 

1.89 
2.37 
0.29 
0.0015 

NA 
NA 

0.82 
0.0017 

0.41 
0.50 

0.87 10 -~  

2.07 10 -~  
2.67 10 -~  
3.06 10 -~  
0.63 

0.94 IO-' 

2.67 
2.68 
2.75 
2.97 

83348.6 
1252.38 

1.90 
0.0020 

0.97 
1.35 
0.25 
0.0015 

49.03 
13.63 
0.49 
0.0017 

0.41 lo-' 
0.50 lo-' 
0.94 1 0 - ~  
0.87 10-~  

2.04 1 0 - ~  
2.45 1 0 - ~  
2.88 1 0 - ~  
0.63 1 0 - ~  

2.67 
2.68 
2.75 
2.97 10"j 

Estimates are given for s:m SndT, concentrating  on parameters  for which the approximations  might  break down (e, pl, or p2 

a Exact numerical  integration of J:m SndT using formula (1) with definitions (5) and (6). Difficulties  with the numerical 
near 1). S is set  to 0.01 and Sr, = throughout. 

solutions were exDerienced in cases marked bv an asterisk (these values may be inaccurate). 
Tight linkage approximation using (58). 
Loose linkage approximation using (75).  
Loose linkage approximation using the much simpler (76). 

(1 ) in Table 3. The  net effect of a modifier on  the 
probability of fixation decreases rapidly as recombina- 
tion rates increase. As recombination rates approach 
1/2, the  net effect of a modifier on  the probability of 
fixation of jl declines to =8S3/3, at which point  the 
modifier has a negligible effect on the fate of a new 
mutation. 

Dynamics at the modifier locus: As beneficial muta- 
tions sweep through  a  population, they increase the 
frequency of linked alleles in  a process known  as "hitch- 
hiking" ( ~ I A Y N A R D ~ M I T H  and HAIGH 1974). By making 
it more likely that  a favorable mutation will rise to fixa- 
tion,  a modifier allele that increases recombination 
rates between selected loci is more likely to gain the 
benefit of a hitch  than is a modifier allele that decreases 
recombination.  In this section, we describe the ex- 
pected  change  in  frequency  at  a modifier locus by tak- 
ing  into  account  both  the fixation probability of bene- 
ficial mutations on different modifier backgrounds and 
also the subsequent  change in frequency at  the modifier 
locus due  to hitchhiking. An examination of this pro- 

cess addresses our central  question: to what extent will 
higher rates of recombination evolve because recombi- 
nation increases the fixation probability of adaptive mu- 
tations? 

We assume that  the modifier allele is selectively neu- 
tral except  for its effects on  the fixation probability of 
new mutations; that is, we focus on allele frequency 
changes  that  occur  at the modifier locus due to changes 
in the fixation probability of adaptive mutations and 
ignore other possible selective forces acting upon  the 
modifier locus [such as selection that arises in  the pres- 
ence of epistatic interactions  among selected loci ( BAR- 
TON 1995a) ] .  The first step is to determine how much 
a modifier allele is expected to change  in frequency 
given that it is initially linked to a be,neficial allele that 
is destined to fix. In APPENDIX c ,  we develop an approxi- 
mate solution to the  expected  change in frequency of 
a  neutral allele due to hitchhiking with a beneficial 
allele. Although the effects of hitchhiking on neutral 
variability  have been  examined  before, previous studies 
have focused on  the expected  change in heterozygosity 
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( STEPH~U Pt  aZ. 1992) or have used a purely determinis- 
tic approach ( MAWARDSMITH and HAICH 1974). The 
approach we take combines results for the stochastic 
dynamics that  occur while the new mutation is rare with 
results from a deterministic analysis once  the allele is 
common. The initial stochastic effects are  important 
because those mutations that  are successful tend to rise 
rapidly in frequency during  the first few generations 
and this acceleration has a  strong effect on linked  neu- 
tral loci. As shown in APPENDIX C ,  the expected  change 
in allele frequency of the neutral allele ml when it is 
initially linked to a new beneficial mutation (jl) is 

for tight linkage and (17) 

1 
% 

qm 4N( rl - s) 
for loose linkage, (18) 

where the  change in allele frequency is measured over 
the  entire period during which jl increases in the popu- 
lation and is conditional on  the fixation ofj, . This must 
be multiplied by the probability of fixation of j ,  when 
initially linked with ml (given by F l ,  Equation 11 ) to 
get  the  expected  change  in the frequency of ml aver- 
aged over both processes that do lead  to fixation and 
those that  do not. A similar equation  for the  change in 
ml when jl initially appears with mo ( A,&) is presented 

Overall, the  expected  change  in  frequency of the 
in APPENDIX C .  

modifier allele ml is equal to 

a p m  = p m  AI p m  4 + q m  & p m  FO 

for tight linkage and (19) 

2s ST, sn 1 = s pmqm 4N( TI - S) 

for loose linkage, (20)  

where the expectation is taken over both cases where 
jl initially arises with ml and cases where jl arises with 
n.q, and takes into  account  the probability of fixation of 
j ,  in both these cases. 

For any particular  set of parameters, NI in the above 
equations may be  found numerically using ( 7 )  - (10). 
M'ith tight linkage and weak selection acting on  the new 
mutation, we  may use (13)  to find that  the  expected 
change in frequency at  the modifier locus due  to hitch- 
hiking with the new mutation is 

The  expected  change  at  the modifier  locus  decreases 
rapidly with increasing  recombination as shown  in 
Figure 3. The largest  expected  change in  frequency 
of the modifier  allele  occurs as recombination  rates 
go to  zero ( pI , p 2  + 0 )  , in  which case 

B 

0 . 0 0 2 " L q  n nn" 

0.006- 

'2 
0 . 0 0 8 v  

0.01 

A 

0.002- n A n "  

'1 0.01 

U 0.1 

FIGURE 3.-The expected  change in frequency of a mod- 
ifier allele decreases rapidly  with increasing recombination. 
The function (21 ) is used to show how the expected change 
in frequency at the modifier  locus ( Ap,) varies as a func- 
tion of r l ,  r2, S, and susing T =  -10 and N =  10". ( A )  rI 
= 0.001, S = 0.1. ( B )  r2 = 0.001, S = 0.1. ( C )  rI = 0.001, 
r2 = 0.001. 
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This is the  expected  change  at  the  modifier locus 
when j ,  appears  at time T through  hitchhiking 
whether  or  not jl fixes. This  approximation assumes 
that rl ,  r2 4 s G Sand  that pk < I/'. The modifier will 
change most in  frequency when recombination rates 
are low and when the mutation  appears while kl is still 
rare. 

Genome wide mutations: We now generalize the pro- 
cess considered above by assuming that beneficial muta- 
tions arise anywhere along  a  chromosome  throughout 
the  population  at  a  certain  rate, A. Although this rate 
may be high, technically we assume that  the  rate of 
successful mutations (ones  that become  established) is 
low. That is, we assume that  there is rarely more  than 
one segregating locus in the  background when new 
mutations  appear within the population. This restric- 
tion may be unnecessary since it has been shown that, 
with multiple substitutions, the fixation probability of 
a  particular  mutation declines linearly with A up to a 
threshold  at which point fixation is  very unlikely (BAR- 
TON 1994, 1995b).  Therefore it is plausible that  the 
effect of a modifier on  the probability of fixation of a 
particular  mutation increases linearly with A even when 
multiple substitutions are  in progress, at least up to a 
point. This claim needs to be verified, however. 

The expected  change  in frequency at  the modifier 
locus depends  on how frequently there is directional 
selection at  other loci when a new mutation arises. The 
rate  at which  successful mutations  appear  in  the popula- 
tion is approximately X E [ 2 S 11* ] , where n* is the 
average extent to which the probability of fixation is 
decreased from 2 Sby multiple substitutions and is given 
by 

= 1 - A/SsIm (1 - I I )dT,  (23)  

assuming that A < S SI, ( 1 - n) dT (BARTON 1995b). 
Any particular successful mutation (with advantage S) 
will then segregate within the  population  for  a  period 
of time, say between to and t l .  Therefore  the fraction 
of time during which beneficial alleles are segregating 
within the  population is approximately AE [ 2 S II* ( tl - 
t o )  1.  The rate at which  new mutations  occur within 
the  population during periods when previous beneficial 
mutations are still segregating is thus A2E[ 2s n*( tl 
- t o )  1. Most  of these mutations will fail to become 
established within the  population,  but each of them will 
contribute  to  the  expected  change  at  the modifier lo- 
cus. For each new mutation  that arises between to and 

t , ,  the  expected  change  in frequency of the modifier 
allele, ml, will be 

assuming that  mutations  occur uniformly over the  inter- 
val ( to ,  tl ) .  Overall, the  expected  change at the mod- 
ifier locus per generation is 

= E [  A' 2 S n *  Ap,dt] 

Scaling time according to T = St with T = 0 at  the 
midpoint of the sweep, we have that 

which takes into  account  the fact that Ap, is ex- 
tremely  small  when T G 0 and T S 0 and so there is 
a  negligible  effect of changing  the limits of integra- 
tion. 

When linkage throughout  the  genome is tight, we 
can replace Ap, in  the above equation with ( 19) to 
obtain 

r / 

- 1  Apm = E 411*A26r2 9 

r( 1 - :)F( 1 + :)') Jym SndT] . (25)  

This equation can be solved numerically or by using 
approximation ( 15) for small 8: 

r 

- 1  Apm M E 411*A26r28 

L 
r( 1 - :)r( 1 + a)') 

An upper  bound  for  the  expected  change in  modifier 
frequency  can  be  found by assuming that  the recom- 
bination  rates  are extremely small. Then, to  leading 
order 
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4n*A2 Sr2 pmqm - 

For low rates of beneficial mutation, this implies that 
indirect selection is occurring  at  the modifier locus with 
a selection coefficient per generation of 

where sis the average selection coefficient of  new muta- 
tions that is assumed to be independent of the  genetic 
map. As one might  expect, if the  rate of mutation to 
beneficial alleles is extremely small per  generation, 
then  interference  among positively selected loci is negli- 
gible and  there will be no selection acting at  the mod- 
ifier locus. However, if it is reasonably common  for new 
beneficial mutations to occur while a previous mutation 
is still segregating and if recombination rates are low, 
the modifier can have a large impact on  the rate of 
fixation of  new beneficial mutations and experience 
substantial positive selection. 

When linkage throughout  the  genome is loose, we 
can replace Ap, in ( 2 4 )  using ( 2 0 )  to obtain 

2ll*A' Sr,p,q, - 
2s 
S 4N(r l  - s )  -_ 

which becomes 

2n*A2 Sr, pmqm - 2s 1 
S 4N( v1 - s )  

X 
( rlr2 + 2s + rls) s3 

(r2 + s)'(r1 + r2 - rlr2 + s) (rl + s - T I S )  

( 2 9 )  
using (16) for  the  net effect with loose linkage. The 
effect will be minimal when nearly all  loci are  unlinked 
( rl, r2 = in which  case the  expected  strength of 
selection acting on  the modifier per generation be- 
comes 

M - A2E[ sS2] E [  6r2], 
16 
3N 

which is clearly  small. 
When recombination rates are  determined by the 

position of genes along  a  chromosome of map  length 
R ,  we must integrate  the  change  in modifier frequency 
over all possible values  of rl and r2 to assess the change 
expected on a  random  genetic  map.  To simplify mat- 

ters, we assume that  the  chromosome is fairly long (or 
circular) so that we  may ignore  edge effects. In this 
case, choosing the recombination rate between loci M 
and Jplaces no constraints on  the recombination rate 
between Jand K .  Furthermore, to simplify the calcula- 
tions, we assume that rI and r2 will be uniformly distrib- 
uted between some small  value (say rsmnu) and with 
probability 1 / ( 2  R )  and will be otherwise. Making 
these simplifymg assumptions (which  should  not quali- 
tatively alter our  estimates),  the expected  change in 
frequency of the modifier allele, ml , is given by 

+ 1 - - X (Apmlrl = r2 = y2). ( 3 0 )  ( :R)i 
To evaluate these integrals, we note  that ( 2 9 )  is ap- 

proximately equal to 

X 
(rlr2 + 2s + r l s )  s" 

(5 + s)'(r1 + r2 - rlr2 + s)rl  

This equation is not only an excellent approximation 
for  the  change in allele frequency with loose linkage 
( rl > s) , but it  also provides an estimate for  the  change 
in allele frequency when recombination is tight. For 
tight linkage, (31  ) is off, often by orders of magnitude 
(see Figure l o ) ,  but  tends to underestimate Ap, esti- 
mated using ( 2 7 )  except when recombination rates are 
extremely low. Therefore,  for  our purposes, we can use 
( 31 ) to obtain  a conservative estimate for  the expected 
change at a modifier locus with genes placed at  random 
along  a  chromosome. 

Keeping only leading order terms in rsmall, s, and S 
for  each of the  four integrals in ( 3 0 )  with ( 3 1 ) ,  we 
find that approximately 

+ 1" x -  - ( ?X ) :R ( 'rTfl; + 4SS'(3 - log[s]) 

+ (1 - -?")': 2 R  sS'] , ( 3 2 )  

where we have dropped  the E [  ] notation  for clarity. 
Except when the  map  length is extremely large, (32 ) 
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will be  dominated by the case when all  loci are linked 
( i .e . ,  the first term). 

To evaluate this result, we draw rough estimates of 
the  parameters from data on humans and Drosophila 
( GIUFFITHS et al. 1996, p. 136, 192, 494). There  are 
-3.3 X lo9 bp in the  human  genome,  corresponding 
to about 33 morgans per  genome and 1.4 morgans per 
chromosome. Similarly, chromosomes 2, 3, and X of 
Drosophila average 0.9 morgans in length. We thus take 
the  map  length of an average chromosome, R, to be 
about 1 morgan. To estimate rsmall, we note  that with 
-lo5 coding regions in the  human  genome,  the recom- 
bination distance between adjacent loci is an average 
of 3.3 X lop4 morgans. Drosophila, with an estimated 
lo4 genes, provide a similar estimate of rsmall - 2.7 X 

morgans. These estimates are cautious since they 
ignore  the possibility  of multiple beneficial mutations 
within the same gene. Data from Drosophila indicate 
that,  for deleterious mutations, average selection coef- 
ficients are  on  the  order of 0.01 ( MUKAI et al. 1972), 
which we take as an estimate of s and S although little 
is known about  the selective advantage of  typical bene- 
ficial mutations ( ORR and COYNE 1992). Taken to- 
gether with (32 ) ,  an extremely rough estimate for the 
average strength of selection favoring recombination at 
a modifier locus due to changes in the fixation probabil- 
ity of mutations on the same chromosome is 

II*A2Sr2 
S,M" (33) 

A, the rate of appearance of beneficial mutations on 
the  chromosome, is unknown. Based on rates of amino 
acid substitutions in hemoglobin genes, MAYNARD 
SMITH and HAICH ( 1974) estimated the rate of substitu- 
tion of beneficial mutations in vertebrates to be -0.06 
per genome per generation. If approximately 2s of  all 
the beneficial mutations that  occur lead to a substitu- 
tion and if s is about 0.01, the total rate of appearance 
of beneficial mutations within a population would be 
about six per genome per generation  (which, for hu- 
mans, would translate to about 1 / 4 per chromosome 
per  generation).  Under these circumstances, selection 
on the modifier is extremely weak ( a 1 / N )  and would 
be overwhelmed by drift. For selection to dominate over 
drift, the  rate of appearance of beneficial mutations, A, 
must be  greater  than J12/sr,, assuming that II* is near 
one. This condition may be too pessimistic, since we 
have underestimated  the  importance of tightly linked 
loci by using (51) rather  than (27) and by using an 
rsmall of 3 X 10 - 4 .  Furthermore, since there  are  thought 
to be more  than 20 loci modifying recombination rates 
in Drosophila (BAKER et al. 1976), the total response 
to selection for increased recombination rates may be 
substantial even when the selection coefficient per mod- 
ifier locus is weak. 

Even  if beneficial mutations do  not always occur at a 
high  rate,  there may be occasional periods of intense 

p m q m  12N 

directional selection during which  time the rate of ben- 
eficial mutation is increased. Such periods are  expected 
to  occur under the  punctuated equilibrium model of 
evolution during bouts of rapid evolutionary change. 
Intense directional selection is also  typical  of  many  se- 
lection experiments. If, under conditions of strong di- 
rectional selection, A and S both increase by an  order 
of magnitude (that is, more loci are  under selection 
and selection is stronger), selection on a modifier locus 
would increase by four  orders of magnitude and would 
much  more strongly favor the increase of recombina- 
tion. Of course, in selection experiments, populations 
tend to be small, so that A, the rate of appearance of 
new beneficial mutations in the  population, is  likely 
to be very much decreased during  the course of the 
experiment. Nevertheless, alleles present in the stock 
population  that become beneficial under the selective 
conditions of the  experiment would act like newly 
arisen mutations (as long as  they are  not sufficiently 
frequent to be assured of fixation)  and would contrib- 
ute to A. In  the  experiment of KOROL and ILIADI 
(1994), using the  parameter values  of 2.5 for A, 0.1 for 
S, and 28.8 for Ne (as in their experiment), selection 
on each modifier locus would  have been s, - 1.8 Sr,. 
Using ( 11.8) and ( 11.3) of  FALCONER ( 1989), the ex- 
pected response to selection under these conditions 
would be R = 1 .8VA, where VA is the additive genetic 
variance for recombination. Although we do  not know 
the additive genetic variance for recombination in this 
population, it is certainly plausible that recombination 
rates could have  risen by 33% in 50 generations in this 
selection experiment on geotaxis  as a consequence of 
the fact that  the probability of fixation  of beneficial 
alleles  would  have been  higher on chromosomes with 
more  frequent recombination even  in the absence of 
epistasis. 

SIMULATIONS 

A Pascal program was written  to  test some of the above 
approximations and predictions. We focus on loci that are 
tightly  linked  since  the  effects are largest and contribute 
disproportionately  to  selection on a modifier. A diploid 
population of  size 500,000 (or haploid  population of  size 
1,000,000) was simulated  using a threelocus model,  where 
two loci u a n d  K )  were  subject to selection and the third 
locus ( M )  modified the recombination  rate  between  loci 
J and K (recursions from F'ELDMAN 1972). For all runs, 
the initial  frequency of the modifier  allele that increased 
recombination, ml , was p ,  = 0.5. The beneficial  allele, kl , 
was set  to a variety  of initial  frequencies at the time  Twhen 
j ,  first appeared 3.1 X lo-' ( T  = -15), 4.5 X ( T  
= - lo) ,  6.7 X lo-' ( T  = -5) ,  7.6 X lo-* ( T  = -2.5), 
0.5 ( T = 0) , and 0.92 ( T = 2.5). The modifier  locus and 
locus K were  assumed  to  be  in  linkage  equilibrium  when 
the beneficial  mutation, jl , occurred (further simulations 
indicated that the results  are not sensitive  to  this assump 
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tion). j ,  first appeared in a single  copy at frequency 
on a randomly  chosen  genetic  background. 

While jl was rare, a semistochastic  simulation was per- 
formed. Every generation each  chromosome  carrying the 
new beneficial  allele  would  have a number of  offspring 
drawn from a Poisson  distribution  with a mean  equal  to the 
expected number of  offspring  based on the deterministic 
equations. The chromosomes not containing the new allele 
were  allowed to change deterministically. The new  allele 
was tracked  until it either disappeared or rose  to 7/ s cop 
ies,  in  which  case  its hture trajectory was assumed  to  be 
deterministic. [The probability  of  fixation of a beneficial 
allele that is at frequency 7/ ( 2 ~ s )  is =I - or very 
nearly one (CROW and &MUM 1970,  Equation  8.8.3.13) .] 
When the two selected  loci  were  fixed  (less  than one chre 
mosome  in the population was expected  to  carry the disap 
pearing alleles), the frequency of the ml allele at the mod- 
ifier  locus was determined. This procedure was repeated 
5,000,000  times for each parameter set  tested and the aver- 
age  frequency of the modifier determined. The simulation 
results are presented in Figures  4-9.  We  assumed  multipli- 
cative  selection  across  loci  to generate the figures, although 
graphs with  additive  selection are quite similar (data  not 
shown). Recall that under multiplicative  selection, MAY- 

NARD SMITH ( 1968) demonstrated that there would be no 
selection on recombination  in a deterministic  model with 
no initial  disequilibrium. 

Several points deserve mention. First, although  the 
change  in frequency at  the modifier locus appears very 
small (e.g., =lop4  for T < 0 in Figure 4 ) ,  this change 
is averaged over both  the  rare occasions when j fixed 
in the  population and  the vast majority of times when 
it was lost. Second, it should be noticed  that  the  effect 
of the modifier was assumed to be small (6~2 = 0.01) 
to provide an accurate comparison with the analysis. 
Proportionally larger  changes  in p ,  are expected  to oc- 
cur with stronger modifiers of recombination.  Third, 
the  change in frequency  at  the modifier locus was 
highly variable, depending strongly on  the genetic back- 
ground  on which jl appeared  and  on whether fixation 
o f j  occurred.  This variability  makes it difficult to assess 
the success  of the predictions. As a rough  measure,  note 
that  the  predicted results fell within 2 1.96 SE in 23 out 
of  36  cases tested. 

The discrepancies observed have  several potential 
sources. We have assumed that  the modifier locus 
changes  the probability of fixation of the new beneficial 
mutation but  that it otherwise exerts no influence on 
the dynamics of the system. We know, however, that 
this assumption does not  hold.  The initial disequilib- 
rium that is created between the selected loci creates 
indirect selection on  the modifier locus as in  the case 
where disequilibrium is generated by epistasis (BARTON 
1995a; BERGMAN et al. 1995). When jl appears with k l ,  

there is initially  positive disequilibrium and  the mod- 
ifier allele that decreases recombination increases in 
frequency. Similarly, when jl appears with k o ,  there is 
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FIGURE 4.-Comparison  of theoretical  and  simulation  re- 
sults for q = 0.001, r2 = 0.02, 6r2 = 0.01, s = 0.01, S = 0.1, 
and 2N = lo6.  ( A )  n, 6n and pk as a function of the time at 
which j ,  appears  in  the  population.  Dots  give  simulation re- 
sults  for n, the  average  fixation  probability  scaled by the ex- 
pectation of 2s; error bars  are  too  small  to  see. X’s give  simula- 
tion results for 6lT, the  effect of the  modifier  on  the  average 
fixation  probability  scaled by 2s 6 r 2 / S ;  error bars  measure 
k1.96 SE. Solid  lines  give  numerical  solutions to ( 7 )  - ( 10).  
( B )  Change in frequency  at  modifier  locus. Dots give simula- 
tion  results  for  the  average  frequency of the  modifier  upon 
fixation of the  selected  loci;  error  bars  measure 11.96 SE. 
Solid  line  gives  expectation  based  on (19) using a numerical 
evaluation of (7)  - ( 10).  Dashed  line  gives  expectation  based 
on (21 ) . Dotted  line  estimates  changes  that  occur  at  the 
modifier locus when  modifier  alleles are allowed  to influence 
both  the  probability of fixation  of  beneficial mutants and  the 
subsequent dynamics  of  linkage  disequilibrium (see text) . 

initially negative disequilibrium and  the modifier allele 
that increases recombination is favored. Even when the 
average disequilibrium across all genetic backgrounds 
is zero, the average change in frequency at  the modifier 
locus is not. The effect of the initial disequilibrium on 
the  change in p ,  is  shown by the  dotted lines in Figures 
4-9, which  also incorporate changes in p ,  resulting 
from the modifier’s effect on fixation probability. The 
dotted lines were found by ( i  ) calculating the probabil- 
ity  of fixation for each of the  four  backgrounds using 
a numerical evaluation of ( 7)  - ( l o ) ,  (ii) determining, 
for each genetic  background,  the  change in p ,  in a 
purely deterministic simulation with allele j ,  initially 
present on  one genetic  background  at frequency 1/  
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FIGURE 5.-Comparison  of  theoretical  and  simulation  re- 
sults for r2 = 0.1, remaining terms are as in Figure 4. 

(4Ns) [we start the allele at 1 / (2s) copies to account 
for the accelerated rise in allele frequency expected 
among processes that fix, discussed in APPENDIX c] , 
and (iii) multiplying the  expected frequency of each 
genetic background by ( i )  and  (ii ) and summing over 
all backgrounds. By this method,  the  change in fre- 
quency of the modifier can be estimated taking into 
account  both  the modifier allele's effect on the fixation 
probabilities and  the response of the modifier to the 
initial disequilibrium between loci Jand K. Randomly 
generated initial disequilibrium has an especially  im- 
portant  influence on  the dynamics of the modifier 
when selection is strong relative to the recombination 
rate, r2, between the selected loci (as in Figures 7 and 
9, where the  dotted lines provide a  better approxima- 
tion to the simulations than  the solid lines) . Under 
these conditions,  strong selection for the new mutant 
magnifies the initial linkage disequilibrium faster than 
recombination dissipates it, leading the modifier to 
evolve  in response (N.  H. BARTON and S. P. OTTO, un- 
published results). This effect can be seen whether dis- 
equilibrium is generated due to the  chance  occurrence 
of a  mutation on a particular haplotype or  due to ran- 
dom genetic drift in  a finite population. In either case, 
randomly generated disequilibria tend  to favor in- 
creased recombination even  in the absence of epistatic 
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FIGURE 6.-Comparison of theoretical  and  simulation  re- 
sults for rl = 0.01, remaining terms are as in Figure 4. 

interactions among loci. This effect is explored by BAR- 
TON and OTTO (unpublished  results) in a study  of the 
dynamics  of randomly generated linkage disequilibria. 

Finally, it should  be  mentioned  that  there is an addi- 
tional factor that may  play a role in the simulation re- 
sults. During the first few generations in which  stochas- 
tic factors are  important, those trajectories thatjust hap- 
pen to make the disequilibrium between  loci Jand K 
more positive (coupling  the beneficial alleles j ,  and 
k , )  are  more likely to be those processes in which j ,  
successfully  fixes  within the population. As a conse- 
quence,  the disequilibrium between J and K among 
those processes that  happen to fix will on average be 
more positive than  the disequilibrium observed in those 
processes in  which j ,  will be lost. This potential compli- 
cation may be quite small,  however, because, if r2 is 
large relative to selection, the modifier will change little 
in response to  the initial disequilibrium and, if r2 is 
small  relative to selection, recombination is unlikely to 
occur  during  the initial stochastic period  and so differ- 
ences in disequilibria between trajectories of the sto- 
chastic process may be  minor. 

DELETEFUOUS MUTATIONS 

Interference  among selected loci  also occurs when 
selection acts against deleterious mutations. As with  di- 
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FIGURE 7.-Simulation results for s = 0.1, remaining terms 
are as in Figure 4. Dashed  line is no  longer  present since 0 
= 1 and (21 ) can no longer  be  used. 

rectional selection, purifying selection, on average, re- 
duces the effectiveness  of selection at linked loci. There- 
fore, new beneficial mutations have a lowered chance 
of fixation when there  are  neighboring loci held  at  a 
mutation-selection balance (BARTON 1995b) . The ef- 
fect of background selection against deleterious muta- 
tions is potentially important since many  loci can con- 
tribute.  In this section, we determine  the  extent to 
which a modifier of recombination can increase the 
probability of fixation of a beneficial mutation when 
selection is acting  at other loci to eliminate deleterious 
mutations. 

The model is a straightforward extension of the 
model used above. We assume that  deleterious muta- 
tions occur  at locus K at  rate p ( kl --t K O )  and  that 
selection acts against them with strength S as before. 
When a  particular  chromosome carrying the new bene- 
ficial allele jl reproduces, new deleterious  mutations 
may occur  at locus Kthereby  changing the genetic back- 
ground of jl. Hence, we must modify the  branching 
process described by ( 1 ) and ( 2  ) to incorporate these 
new deleterious mutations. PTl [ t + 11 (the expected 
fixation probability of a single chromosome  bearing jl 
in generation t + 1 that is the  descendant of an mljlkl 
chromosome in the previous generation),  for example, 
becomes the following: 
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FIGURE 8.-Comparison of theoretical  and simulation re- 
sults for v2 = 0.1 and s = 0.1, remaining  terms  are as in Figure 
4. Dashed line is no  longer  present  since 0 = 1.  

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
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+ 
X 

+ 
- 

+ 
(TZ - sr?(p,  - q m ) ) ) ) P o o [ t  + 11 

+ (qmq:rl(T? - ST*(pm - q m ) ) ) P o o [ t +  11, (34)  

which  takes into  account all  possible changes  that may 
occur  in  the  genetic  background. 

We again work in terms of the scaled  variables (as de- 
fined in  Table l ) .  In this  case,  however, we assume that 
the allele  frequency of kl is held constant over  time at a 
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FIGURE 9.-Comparison of theoretical and simulation re- 
sults for = 0.01 and s = 0.1, remaining terms are as in 
Figure 4. Dashed line is no longer  present since B = 1 .  

mutationselection balance and that therefore the proba- 
bility  of fixation  of jl is independent of  time. That is, d n /  
d T  = 0. After a bit of algebra,  it  can  be found that 

(35) 

&A 
d T  
" - (P l  + P2 - X + g(2l-I - l ) ) 6 A  

These  equations  are  approximate, having kept only 
leading order terms in the selection coefficients and 
recombination rates, and assume that  recombination 
rates are  not  much  greater  than  the selection coeffi- 
cients. 

Equations 35 and 36  were  solved by BARTON ( 1995b ) , 

who  analyzed the model without a modifier of recombi- 
nation (note, though,  that BARTON uses a different or- 
dering of the alleles so that his A has the opposite 
sign). Assuming that  the  mutation rate is small so that 
the frequency of mutant alleles ( q k )  is small, BARTON 
found  that 

n = 1 - qkA2 i- o(qz) (39) 

From (37)  and  (38), 

Therefore  the average effect of the modifier on  the 
fixation probability of jl is  given by 

6rI = - 28 qkA 
( P ~ + O ) ( P ~ + P Z - X + O + ~ - ~ ~ A ,  

+ O(q3 

qks(r2 + s +  S- 

Jd + 2r2s+ s 2 +  2qS-  2ss+ S 2 )  

For loose recombination,  the derivation of ( 35) - 
( 38) must be repeated to include terms such as r2 = 
p2 S that  are no longer negligible. [The statement on 
p.  830  of BARTON ( 1995b)  that  the equations for tight 
linkage extend to loose linkage was incorrect, since it 
did  not allow for the difference between allele frequen- 
cies before and after selection.] After a lot of tedious 
bookkeeping, it can be shown, however, that (39)- 
( 42) provide good estimates even under loose recombi- 
nation.  The effect of a modifier on  the average proba- 
bility of fixation is therefore given by ( 43) for all  values 
of recombination. Equation 43 may be simplified fur- 
ther if recombination rates are  either much lower or 
much  higher  than  the selection coefficients. When re- 
combination rates are negligibly  low, we have 

[Equation  17b of BARTON ( 1995b)  provided only 
the first solution  for s < S and  should be  supple- 
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mented by the above for s + S.] When  recombina- 
tion is loose, 

S 
s +  S +  r2 

A =  

The probability of fixation of jl when  it  initially  appears 
linked to ml ( 4 )  or to q, (&) is  given  by (11) and (12) ,  
respectively,  using (43) for 6n. These  equations demon- 
strate  that (1) selection  against  deleterious  mutations  re- 
duces the fixation  probability  of  new  beneficial  mutations 
and (2)  new beneficial  mutations will  have a higher proba- 
bility  of fixation if they  arise  with a modifier  allele  that 
increases  recombination. Both of  these  effects are strongest 
when  linkage is tight and decrease  rapidly as recombina- 
tion  rates  rise.  Both  effects are also proportional to the 
frequency of deleterious  alleles at the selected  locus, K,  
and so are small  when  considering the effects  of a single 
mutation-selection  balance on the fixation  probability of a 
new beneficial  mutation. 

To find  the  expected  change  in frequency of the 
modifier locus, we again have to take into  account  the 
fact that increasing the probability of fixation makes it 
more likely that ml will hitchhike up in frequency. The 
amount of this hitch  depends strongly on  the recombi- 
nation rate between the modifier and  the new benefi- 
cial mutation. The average change  in frequency of ml , 
Ap,, is given by (19)  and (20)  for tight and loose 
linkage, respectively,  giving 

2s 6r2 
S 

Apm = - pmqm( 4Ns) + l ’ T  

x Jr: + 2r2s + s2 + 2r2s - 2 s ~  + s2) 
, (47) 

2s(r1 + s) ( rl + 
dr: + 2r2s + s2 + 2r2s - 2 s ~  + s 2 )  

for tight linkage, and 

2s 6r2 1 Ap, = - P m q m  
4N( rl - s) 

for loose  linkage.  These  reduce  to an  interpretable 
form if  we assume that  recombination is extremely 
tight (so that rl and r2 terms  can  be  ignored), in 
which case, 
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FIGURE 10.-The  expected change at a modifier locus 
when  multiple  beneficial  mutations  occur throughoutthe 
population at a rate h per  genome  per  generation. Apm di- 
vided  by rI*h26%p,q,, is shown for  increasing  rates of recombi- 
nation, using ( 31 ) (---) to approximate (27)  for tight linkage 
and (29)  for  loose linkage ( -) . s = 0.005, S = 0.01, r, = K ~ ,  
and 2N = lo6. Note  the  axes  are  both  on a log scale. 

for s S 

and extremely tight linkage, (49) 

or if  we assume that linkage is  very loose ( rl,  r2 + s, 

S )  9 

for extremely loose linkage. (50) 

At best, with complete linkage, the  strength of selection 
on  the modifier (Apm/ (pmqm) ) is extremely weak, 
O (  6 b q k ) ,  since only deleterious  mutations  at a single 
locus are  considered. We must hence  consider  the im- 
pact of multiple deleterious mutations. 

Graphs of (47) and (48) show that (47) decreases 
rapidly with increasing recombination  but becomes in- 
valid when rl = s. When rl > s, (48) continues to 
decline with recombination  at  about where (47) left 
off. An approximation to ( 48) , 

q k s ( r 2  + s +  S -  

J< + 2r2s + s2 + 2r2s - 2 s ~  + s ‘ )~  
2sr1 ( rl + 
J r i  + 2r2s + s2 + 2r2s - 2 s ~  + s*) 

provides a function  that is valid for all rl , E ~ .  This func- 

X , (51)  
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FIGURE 11.-The  expected  change at a modifier  locus 
when both  deleterious  and  beneficial  mutations occur 
throughout  the  genome. Ap, divided by Gr2pmqmq~ is shown 
for  increasing  rates of recombination,  using (51 ) (---) to 
approximate (47) for  tight  linkage  and (48) for  loose  linkage 
( - ) .  s = 0.005, S = 0.01, rl = r2, and 2N = lo6.  Note the 
axes are  both  on a log scale. 

tion provides a  good estimate for Ap, when recombina- 
tion rates are high and  an underestimate  for Ap, when 
recombination rates are low unless recombination is 
near  zero  (Figure 11 ) . We can therefore use this func- 
tion to determine  the  expected  change  at  a modifier 
locus when loci are  distributed  along  a  chromosome. 
Let A measure  the  rate of appearance of  new beneficial 
mutations on  the chromosome  per  generation and let 
n measure the  number of loci at a mutation-selection 
balance on the  chromosome. As before, we assume that 
there is a  chromosome of length R morgans and  that 
this chromosome is either circular or long  enough  that 
edge effects are relatively minor. The average change 
per generation  in  a modifier allele that increases recom- 
bination can then be found by evaluating the integrals 
in ( 30) .  Keeping only leading order terms  in  the selec- 
tion coefficients and assuming that each of the n loci 
are equivalent, we have 

+ 1 - - 8s2S2 . (52)  ( :R)2 I 
For reasonable values  of the parameters,  the largest 
contribution will  always come  from  the first term  in 
parentheses,  that is, from linked loci. Directly compar- 
ing  the first term of ( 32) for selection arising from 
interference  among beneficial mutations to the first 
term of (52)  for selection arising from  interference 
between deleterious  mutations and a beneficial muta- 

tion, the latter will only  have a  stronger effect if the 
total number of mutant alleles present on  the chromo- 
some is high: n qk > 2ll*h. 

To evaluate these results, we use the same rough esti- 
mates for  chromosomes of higher eukaryotes drawn 
from  data on  humans  and Drosophila ( GRIFFITHS et al. 
1996, pp. 136, 192, 494): R = 1, rsmall = 3 X and 
S = s = 0.01. To estimate n, the  number of  loci per 
chromosome  at  a mutation-selection balance note  that, 
in  humans,  there  are  about 5000 genes per  chromo- 
some,  for Drosophila, about 3000. We therefore take n 
to be 4000. With a  per  gene  mutation  rate of lop5 and 
with s = 0.01, q k  = IO-'. Using these data as a  guide, an 
extremely rough estimate for  the  strength of selection 
favoring recombination  at  a modifier locus as a conse- 
quence of an increased fixation probability of beneficial 
mutations  that  appear on a  chromosome with  many 
other loci at  a mutation-selection balance is 

(53)  

If A6r2 < 1, selection on  the modifier is extremely weak 
( < 1 / N) and will be overwhelmed by drift. If A B 1 
such that A6r2 > 1, then selection for  recombination 
due  to interference between a locus with a new benefi- 
cial mutation and loci at  a mutation-selection balance, 
( 53) ,  will tend  to  be weaker than selection for recombi- 
nation due  to interference between positively selected 
loci, (33 ) ,  although  the selective  effects will act in con- 
cert. Of course, the conclusion that  interference from 
deleterious alleles will affect the evolution of recombi- 
nation less than  interference  from other beneficial al- 
leles is only  as good as the values used to estimate the 
parameters and would be incorrect if nqk is much 
higher  than  our estimate of 4. 

As with the case  of multiple beneficial mutations (see 
Equation 27) ,  selection for increased recombination is 
much  stronger in organisms with infrequent recombi- 
nation. In the  extreme case of a completely congealed 
chromosome with n loci subject to deleterious muta- 
tions, we can use (49)  to estimate the  strength of  selec- 
tion on a modifier: 

With the  parameters used above, the  strength of  selec- 
tion for increased recombination would be roughly on 
the  order of A 6r2 per  generation, which indicates that 
as long as adaptive mutations  occur  there will be selec- 
tion for  recombination rates to increase. It is possible, 
when h is  low, for (54)  to be larger than (27)  indicating 
that, in a  congealed  genome,  recombination may  evolve 
to reduce  the  impact of loci at  a mutation-selection 
balance on  the probability of fixation of  new beneficial 
mutations  rather  than to reduce  the  interference 
among multiple beneficial alleles. 
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DISCUSSION 

One of the oldest hypotheses for  the advantage of 
recombination is that it allows beneficial alleles that 
initially appear  on separate chromosomes to be placed 
together onto  the same chromosome (MORGAN 1913; 
FISHER 1930; MULLER 1932). In  the  absence of recombi- 
nation,  the success of a new mutation is limited by the 
fate of the  chromosome on which  it  arises. In this case, 
the dynamics of the  mutant allele are only weakly  gov- 
erned by its own selective advantage. The  mutant allele 
will tend to drift rapidly up  or down in frequency de- 
pending  on  the chromosome on which it appears.  In 
essence, linkage with other selected loci reduces  the 
effectiveness of selection over drift on  the dynamics of 
the new beneficial allele. An important  consequence is 
that  the fixation probability of the new beneficial allele 
is reduced from the  expectation of 2s. Thus linked loci 
interfere with each  others progress and place a limit 
on  the response of a  population to selection, a  phenom- 
enon known  as the Hill-Robertson effect (HILL  and 
ROBERTSON 1966). With recombination,  the fates of 
alleles at  different loci become  uncoupled,  and selec- 
tion can more directly and effectively lead to the in- 
crease in frequency of a beneficial allele. Recombina- 
tion thus reduces  the limits placed on selection by inter- 
ference  among selected loci and allows populations to 
evolve at  a  higher  rate. 

Despite the  age and appeal of this hypothesis, mod- 
ifier models have never been developed to follow the 
evolution of recombination  in  the  presence of  new ben- 
eficial mutations  that may or may not fix, although the 
effect has been  studied by simulation ( FELSENSTEIN and 
YOKOYAMA 1976; CHARLESWORTH et al. 1977). To  deter- 
mine  whether  the Hill-Robertson effect can select for 
increased  recombination  at modifier loci requires  the 
analysis  of a dynamical system that is not  at equilibrium 
and  that is subject to stochastic effects. Using a 
branching process model to describe the changes that 
occur over time in the fixation probability of an allele, 
BARTON (199513)  was able to show that  recombination 
does increase the fixation probability of  new beneficial 
alleles when there is selection at linked loci. Here we 
use similar methods to show that increased recombina- 
tion can be favored at  a modifier locus, even though 
the loci under selection do  not interact epistatically. 
The main assumptions of the  model  are  that selection 
acts multiplicatively upon two loci (Jand K )  , that  the 
population size is large,  that selection is relatively weak 
so that  a  continuous time approximation can be  made, 
and  that the modifier alleles cause only slight differ- 
ences  in  recombination rates. Our analysis was based 
on  the estimation of two quantities: the average fixation 
probability ( F ,  ) of a new beneficial mutation j 1  linked 
to a modifier allele m, and  the  subsequent  change  in 
frequency of the modifier allele mi due to hitchhiking 
with the beneficial mutation. 

F, was measured by averaging the fixation probability 
of jl when initially linked with either of the two alleles 
( ko  and kl ) at  the  second selected locus (the average 
being weighted by the  frequency of the two alleles) . 
Letting ml represent  a modifier allele that increases 
recombination by an  amount 6% between the selected 
loci, the fixation probability of j ,  when it is initially 
linked to ml is greater  than when it is initially linked 
with Q by an  amount: Fl - Fo = 2 ( s /  S) 6r2 6n (see 
Table 1 for  definitions). 6n and  hence Fl and Fo can 
be  found numerically for any  case by solving for  the 
fixation probabilities given by ( 1) and its analogues. 
Analytical approximations were obtained  for 6n either 
at  a given time point assuming tight linkage ( 13),  or 
integrated over  all  possible times with tight linkage (58) 
or with loose linkage (75) .  As illustrated in Figure 2, 
6lJ (and hence  the effect of the modifier, Fl - Fo) is 
maximal (1 ) when the beneficial mutation j l  arises 
while the beneficial allele at the second selected locus, 
k,, is still uncommon ( T < 0 )  , (2 )  when recombina- 
tion between the selected loci is rare,  and ( 3 )  when 
recombination between the modifier and  the selected 
loci is also rare.  This last condition is less  obvious and 
deserves some explanation.  Tighter linkage between 
the modifier and  the selected loci increases the differ- 
ence in fixation probability between modifier back- 
grounds (Fl - Fo) because the beneficial allele stays 
coupled with the modifier allele with  which it arose for 
a  longer  period of time, thereby maintaining recombi- 
nation at  the rate  determined by its initial genotype at 
the modifier locus. 

The second step  in our derivation involved estimating 
the  expected  change  in  the modifier allele ml through 
the process of hitchhiking with a beneficial allele. In 
APPENDIX C ,  we obtained estimates for  the  expected 
change in frequency of ml due to hitchhiking when a 
beneficial allele destined to fix  first arises with ml 
(Alp , )  or with Q ( A o p m ) .  Importantly, the hitch 
( A,p,) is roughly proportional to 1 / rl and decreases 
rapidly with increasing recombination between the 
modifier and  the selected locus; it  also decreases with 
increasing population size. Altogether, the  change  in 
frequency of the modifier allele is given by = p ,  
Alp,  Fl + 4, Aopm Fo, where estimates the total 
expected  change at  the modifier locus per new benefi- 
cial allele that arises. Since Aop, = - (&/ 4,) Alp, 
(APPENDIX c )  , this simplifies further to ap, = p ,  
Alpm(Fl - F o ) ,  where Alp,  is positive. Therefore,  a 
modifier allele that increases recombination, say ml ,  
rises in frequency by this process since it increases the 
fixation probability of  new mutations (F1 - FO > 0 )  . 
Using the estimates based on  the three-locus model, we 
generalized our results by taking into  account beneficial 
mutations  that  occur  throughout  a  chromosome  at  a 
particular  rate ( 32) . 

Finally, we considered  the evolution of recombina- 
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tion when beneficial mutations arise on a  chromosome 
bearing  multiple  deleterious mutations. We find  that 
selection against deleterious  mutations also interferes 
with the selective progress of a new beneficial allele and 
consequently reduces its fixation probability. As was the 
case  with beneficial mutations, when there  are loci at 
a mutation-selection balance, modifiers that increase 
recombination increase the fixation probability of new 
beneficial mutations and thereby gain a hitch that in- 
creases their frequency. Even though increased recom- 
bination rates are favored with either  directional selec- 
tion or purifylng selection at  other loci, we found  that 
purifylng selection against deleterious  mutations  tends 
to exert less  of a selective pressure on modifiers of  re- 
combination,  although this conclusion is based on ex- 
tremely rough estimates of mutation rates and selection 
coefficients. 

The main result of this article is that  there is  always 
selection for increased recombination at modifier loci 
as a result of the fact that  recombination increases the 
fixation probability of favorable alleles; this selection 
can be strong,  but only when loci are tightly linked or 
when the  rate of appearance of  new beneficial muta- 
tions is high.  In  the  absence of recombination, selection 
at modifier loci strongly favors increased  recombination 
both because a little recombination leads to a large 
increase in  the fixation probability of beneficial muta- 
tions and because the  extent of hitchhiking is maximal. 
Once relatively low  levels  of recombination have 
evolved (perhaps as  low  as one crossover event per 
chromosome),  the selective pressure for further in- 
creases in the  rate of recombination is drastically  re- 
duced  and will be negligible compared to drift if the 
rate of  new beneficial mutations is  low (as might occur 
in a stable environment).  There  are  three reasons why 
the  strength of selection for  recombination decreases 
rapidly with increasing recombination. ( 1 ) With some 
recombination,  there is less potential  benefit from fur- 
ther increases in  recombination since the fixation p rob  
ability of a beneficial allele is less influenced by selec- 
tion at  other loci. ( 2 )  With recombination between the 
modifier locus and  the new beneficial mutation,  the 
fixation probability of the  mutation  depends less on 
which modifier allele it arises with and  more  on  the 
average recombination  rate. ( 3 )  Finally, the  extent of 
hitchhiking is reduced by recombination between the 
modifier and  the selected loci. Because these three ef- 
fects act  in  concert, selection for  increased recombina- 
tion at  the modifier locus essentially disappears once 
there is moderate  recombination if the  environment is 
relatively stable, even though  further increases in re- 
combination would continue to raise the fixation proba- 
bility  of beneficial mutations.  In  a rapidly changing  en- 
vironment, however, adaptive mutations may appear  at 
a high enough  rate with strong  enough selection acting 
upon  them  that  there would again be substantial selec- 
tion for  increased  recombination. 

This leads us to conclude  that the evolution of recom- 
bination may be a  much  more dynamic process than 
previously thought.  During  periods of rapid evolution- 
ary change,  higher rates of recombination would be 
favored since modifiers that increase recombination in- 
crease the fixation rate of adaptive mutations. Indeed, 
substantial changes in  recombination rates have been 
observed among closely related species (reviewed by 
BROOKS 1988). For example,  TRUE et al. (1996)  found 
that  recombination rates were 1.8 times higher in D. 
mauritiana (an island endemic) than  in D. melanogaster 
and suggested that this increased recombination may 
have  evolved in response to intense selection in  a novel 
environment.  During relatively  static periods, however, 
selection for increased recombination would become 
negligible as long as some low level  of recombination 
were occurring.  During  such periods, other selective 
forces, such as the physiological constraints discussed 
in the  introduction,  might govern the observed level  of 
recombination. 

In our view, this synthetic hypothesis for  the evolution 
of recombination is most appealing:  recombination has 
both  immediate selective benefits to the individual as 
well  as longer term benefits due to the  production of 
variable offspring. The relative importance of these dif- 
ferent selective forces on recombination will depend 
on  the  speed of change in the physical and biotic envi- 
ronment of an organism, with bursts of recombination 
occurring  during bursts of evolutionary change. This 
hypothesis acknowledges the constraints imposed on 
recombination rates by the  need  for  proper disjunction 
at meiosis (BAKER et al. 1976; HAWLEY 1988), but also 
explains why recombination rates would increase after 
periods of strong  directional selection both in selection 
experiments (reviewed by KOROL and ILIADI 1994)  and 
under artificial selection (BURT and BELL 1987). As an 
example, we found  that  the changes in  recombination 
rates observed in  a selection experiment  for geotaxis 
in Drosophila (KOROL and ILIADI  1994)  are  at least 
consistent with the selection coefficients for recombina- 
tion estimated from our model. Epistatic interactions 
could also potentially explain the evolution of increased 
recombination in such cases (BARTON 1995a),  but only 
by recourse to the  additional assumption that al!eles 
affecting the trait under selection have negative epi- 
static interactions.  Further  experiments  are  needed to 
settle the issue  of whether  the Hill-Robertson effect or 
epistatic interactions drive the evolution of recombina- 
tion that has been observed during periods of rapid 
evolutionary change. 

Although we have focused entirely on  the evolution 
of  recombination, our results are also pertinent to an 
understanding of the evolution of sex. When sexual 
reproduction is rare,  the fate of a beneficial mutation 
is once again limited by the  genetic  background on 
which it arises. Sex, with recombination,  reduces  the 
interference  among selected loci, allowing selection to 
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act  more directly upon  the alleles at a locus. The meth- 
ods developed within  this paper can be used to examine 
the evolution of a modifier that affects the rate of sexual 
reproduction in a  population. For a haploid popula- 
tion, the equations developed within  this paper may be 
applied directly by setting r, to the  rate of recombina- 
tion between two loci times the probability of sexual 
reproduction. A modifier that alters the probability that 
an organism reproduces sexually can then  be  studied 
by treating it as a modifier of recombination. For a 
diploid population, however, sex has an additional ef- 
fect: sex allows chromosomes to reassort and  hence 
unties the fate of one chromosome from the fate of 
its homologue even in  the absence of recombination 
(KIRKPATRICK and JENKINS 1989). Reassortment of 
chromosomes and recombination within them,  pro- 
cesses made possible by sexual reproduction, will de- 
crease the interference between selected alleles, in- 
crease the fixation probability of  new beneficial muta- 
tions, and consequently reduce  the limits placed upon 
natural selection by linkage. The modifier analysis per- 
formed  in this paper indicates that increased rates of 
recombination and sexual reproduction will be selec- 
tively favored at modifier loci, but  that this selection 
will only be substantial when the level  of recombination 
is  low or when the  environment is rapidly changing. 
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APPENDIX A 
APPROXIMATION UNDER TIGHT  LINKAGE AND 

WEAK SELECTION  AT  LOCUS J 

When selection is weak, the average fixation probabil- 
ity decreases slowly over time and returns to 2s while 
the substituting allele is rare (see Figures 1,4-9) .  Simi- 
larly, the  extent to which the modifier alters the proba- 
bility  of fixation increases from zero and returns again 
while p k  remains less than  a half ( T < 0, see Figure 1 ) . 
Therefore,  for weak selection on  the new mutant, we 
can  approximate 6n by focusing on the  period in which 
T < 0 and p k  4 1. During this period, dSn/ dTis domi- 
nated by the first  half  of expression ( 9 )  , 

Equation 55 may be integrated explicitly after substitu- 
tion from (14) for Il, giving 

where c is a  constant of integration.  The following heu- 
ristic method provides an estimate for c by determining 
the  expected value  of 6l-I when p1 equals zero. When 
p1 equals zero, the new beneficial mutation, j l  will not 
recombine away from the modifier allele with  which it 
arises. Therefore  the probability of fixation ofjl should 
depend  on its genetic background at  the modifier locus 
only to  the  extent  that  the fixation probability is sensi- 
tive to a  change in the recombination rate in the a b  
sence of a modifier. That is, we expect  that SP, = ( dPJ 
dr,)  6r2. Using the definitions of and 6n, this  implies 
that 6n 1 = dn / dp2 . Using ( 14) for l-I (BARTON 
1995b), 

implying that c = O p z  log ( 1 / e )  and 

When p1 is not  equal to zero, the sensitivity  of the fixa- 
tion probability to recombination (an/ dp,) is  dis- 
counted by the  amount ePIT. Presumably, ePIT measures 
how much recombination occurs between the modifier 
locus and the selected locus, J, before the fate of the 
new mutant j1 is decided. When jl arises  while kl is still 
rare, its fate is not  determined until k1 is nearly fixed 
and  the  amount of recombination between M and  Jin 
this period will be ePIT. Recombination during this  pe- 
riod imparts some of the advantage of increasing re- 
combination between the selected loci onto the alterna- 
tive allele at the modifier locus and reduces the effect 
of the modifier. 

Equation 56 was compared to numerical solutions of 
the full system  of differentials ( 7 )  - ( 10) .  Parameters 
chosen were each combination of p1 = (0.001, 0.01, 
0.1, 1, 101, p2 = { O . O O l , O . O l ,  O.l,l, lo} ,  and8 = (0.001, 
0.01, 0.1). The approximation (57) was  very good for 
T < 0 whenever p1 < 1 and p2 < 1.  The approximation 
was also good for p1 < 1 and p2 = 1, but  poor  for  the 
remaining  parameter sets tested. This comparison is 
also  shown in Figures 1 and 2 (compare dashed to solid 
lines for sn) . 

The  net effect of hitchhiking on a modifier of recom- 
bination can be found by integrating 6l-I over  all  possi- 
ble times  of origin of  new beneficial mutations. By s u b  
stituting z = eT into (57) and by noting  that KI is near 
zero for  T > 0. we obtain 
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'2 log(;) 

where Fis the hypergeometric function.  Under special 
conditions, the above can be simplified further: 

[urn 6 n d T  = 

( e p 2  + log(l  - e P 2 ) )  log(o) 
0 ( 1 f P p )  

for p1 = 8 

Equation 58 is compared to numerical solutions of the 
differential equations in Table 3. 

APPENDIX B 
APPROXIMATION  UNDER LOOSE LINKAGE 

In ( 7 )  - ( l o ) ,  we assumed that terms  such as p,S were 
negligible.  This  is not a tenable  assumption  when  recombi- 
nation  rates  are  high.  With  loose  linkage, 6II and 6A are 
both very  small and a good  approximation  for the scaled 
variables  can be obtained by setting 6n = O( E ') , 6A = 

O( E ) and ignoring  terms of O( E ' ) .  We then have 
O ( E  ), II = 1 - O ( E ) ,  A = O ( E ) ,  s = O ( E ) ,  and S =  2 

" d A  - + ( 2 n  - 1 ) e  
d T  

+ (1 - Zen) ( ( p k  - q k ) 6 A  - 6n) + A 

- ( 0  + ( p k  - q k ) )  (hA(rl  + r2 - r l r 2 )  

+ SA) + r16n + O ( c 3 ) .  ( 6 3 )  

Equations 7 and 9 provide adequate solutions  for II and 
6l7 when e is large, but can  be off by orders of magnitude 
when 8 is  small in  which  case ( 6 0 )  and ( 62 ) must  be 
used. In either case, (8) and ( 10) do provide adequate 
estimates  for A and 6A and can  be  used to determine 
the net effect of the modifier on fixation  probability. The 
methodology that we  will  follow is similar to the one em- 
ployed  in  Appendix B of BARTON ( 1995b). 

When either recombination is loose or selection is 
strong, II deviates  only  slightly from one  and 6n only 
slightly from zero. Let n = 1 - and 6n = c q .  To 
leading order in E ,  we can write ( 6 2 )  as 

The  net effect of a substitution on 6n can be found by 
integrating  the above  over  all time. 

1;- 6 n d T  

= -SI, J: e-(Pl+s(l-vl))(r-c 2 e p k ( r ) q k ( r ) A  6A drdT 

- [Im/: , - ( ~ ~ + O ( l - r ~ ) ) ( 7 - T )  

We shall  solve each of the two integrals of ( 6 6 )  in turn. 
First part of (66) : By reversing the  order of integra- 

tion, we get 

rlpk qk (7) 6 A drdT. ( 6 6 )  

An estimate for A is given by Equation B4  of BARTON 
(199513) : 

To evaluate, 6A we note  that 6II is small and may be 
ignored relative to 6A. Following  BARTON (1995b), we 
will assume that 8 A  is  fairly  small  when selection is 
strong or recombination loose, indicating that (1 - 
2 8 A )  is approximately 1. We then have that 
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Substituting the above into (67) ,  we obtain 

on f" 1 f" 

am \ 

Gathering terms, we have 

Into  the above, we substitute for p k  and q k  using ( 4 )  
and make a  change of variables to z = eT and x, = er* 
to obtain 

- ( P , + H )  - ( P I - x )  

X ( y) (:) dx3d%dx1  dz. (70)  

Reversing the  order of integration,  the above becomes 

28 
p1 + e(1 - r1) (S sx,>xq r s," %;2:l+:;)z 

x (1 + x 3 ) 2  

At this point,  the  innermost integral may be evaluated, 
the  remaining terms expanded in z, and integration 
with respect to z performed. Substitution of sw for x3 
and s/ w for x1 allows integration over s. Finally,  substi- 
tution of f for w2 and successive integration by parts 

(setting terms such as f p 2 + H  to u and the  remainder to 
d v )  provides a solution for  the first part of the net effect 
of a substitution with a modifier: 

28 2 A + ' ( A )  
7 (B(4A' - 1) 

- 2A(A + B )  ( + ' ( A  + B )  + + ' ( A ) )  
B(2A + B )  ( ( 2 A  + B ) 2  - I )  

+ 1 
A(2A + 1 ) ( 1  + 2A + B )  

+ 2 
( A  + B )  (2A + B )  ( I  + 2 A  + B )  ' ) (71) 

where A = p2 + 8, B = p1 - x, C = p1 + 8 ( l  - q ) ,  
and +' is the trigamma function. When recombination 
rates are large ( p l ,  p 2  > 1 ) , the above is approximately 
equal to 

2e 
A ~ C ( A  + B )  ' 

Second part of (66) : By reversing the order of inte- 
gration, we get 

Substituting (68)  for 6A and gathering terms, we ob- 
tain 

Into  the above, we substitute for pk and q k  using (4) 
and make a  change of  variables to z = eT and x, = era 
to obtain 

By changing  the order of integration to dxl dz  d.2 and 
integrating, we find that  the second part of the net 
effect equals 

TI 

AC(A + B )  ' (74)  
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effect of a modifier on  the fixation probability is equal 
to 

A C ( A  + B )  + c ( B(4A2 - 1)  
r1 28 2 A $ ’ ( A )  

2 A ( A  + B )  ( $ ‘ ( A  + B )  + $’ ( A ) )  - 
B ( 2 A  + B )  ( ( 2 A  + B)‘ - 1) 

1 
A ( 2 A  + 1 ) ( 1  + 2 A  + B )  

1 

+ 

+ 
( A  + B )  ( 2 A  + B )  (1 + 2 A  + B )  ’ ) (75) 

which reduces to 

B 
A 

2 - + r 1  

A C ( A  + B )  ’ 

when recombination rates are large ( pl, p2 > 1 ) . When 
both r1 and r2 are  much  greater  than s and S ,  (76) 
simplifies further to S”/ ( r, ( q + q - T,%)  ) . 

To assess the  approximations,  the net effect of the 
modifier on fixation probability was calculated using 
the exact iteration  for Pd[ t ]  given by (1 ) and its ana- 
logues. Equations 58 for tight linkage and ( 75)  and 
(76) were then  compared to exact numerical solutions 
for  the net effect in  Table 3. A good  approximation is 
provided by (75) when p ,  , p2, and 8 are all <I,   and 
by (76) when p1 and p 2 ,  or 8 are >l. 

APPENDIX C 
HITCHHIKING AT THE MODIFIER LOCUS 

Consider a new beneficial allele ( j , )  that arises at 
random within a  population in a single copy (at fre- 
quency of PI = 1 / ( 2 N )  ) . For now, other selected loci 
are assumed to be fixed and we focus on changes at 
the modifier locus due to hitchhiking. jl will arise in 
coupling with the modifier allele ml with probability 
p,, leading to an initial linkage disequilibrium of D = 
q,&. Otherwise, j ,  will arise with % with probability qm 
= 1 - p ,  leading to an initial disequilibrium of D = 
-p,p,. Using the  standard two-locus recursions, we can 
write the change in frequency  at  the  neutral modifier 
locus ( M )  as a  function of the  change in frequency at 
the selected locus (J, and  the disequilibrium between 
M and J: Sp, = ( D /  ($I,%) ) Sp,. With an estimate of  this 
quantity, we  will be able to integrate Sp, over the  entire 
sweep of the j ,  allele to determine  the overall change 
in frequency  at the modifier locus. 

If selection is  weak and stochastic effects are  ignored, 
the dynamics of the beneficial mutation j ,  can be de- 
scribed by the logistic equation: 

e ” 
PI = ( 1 + ’ 

where again t is measured from the mid-point of the 
sweep and p, = 1 / ( 2 N )  at t = to. There will,  however, 
be  a large stochastic component to the  change in gene 
frequency, especially whenj, is rare.  Ifwe were to repeat 
the process a number of times, we would see that some 
mutations would be lost immediately, others would  re- 
main in the population  for some time but  then  be lost, 
and only rarely would the new mutation fix.  Of course, 
those processes in which, by chance,  the  mutation hap- 
pens to rise faster than  expected  in  the first few genera- 
tions (over-sampling of the  mutation) will be more 
likely to lead to fixation of the beneficial mutation. 
This leads to an  apparent acceleration of the logistic 
equation  for p, during  the first few generations when 
looking only at those alleles that do fix ( ~ ~ A Y N A R D -  
SMITH and HAIGH 1974; BARTON 1995b). Solution of 
the associated diffusion equation shows that  the trajec- 
tory  of the beneficial mutation is given by 

e c ( t + 7  I 

P7 = (1 + e’(t+‘l  
) 

(77) 

(BARTON 1995b and unpublished  results) , where T 

measures the  apparent acceleration in the first few gen- 
erations (see  below). 

When  the beneficial allele first arises with ml,  the 
initial disequilibrium equals D /  ($1~9) = qm. D /  ($I,%) 
measures the difference between the allele frequency 
ofj,  on m1 chromosomes and its frequency on % chro- 
mosomes. Recombination acts to equilibrate  the allele 
frequencies on all backgrounds and D /  ( pj%) decays at 
a rate q ,  so that 

where measures time since j ,  was introduced ( = t 
- t o ) .  Since the M locus is neutral,  the disequilibrium 
trajectories that lead to fixation are  not  different from 
those that lead to loss; consequently, no acceleration 
term  enters  into this equation. We  wish next to replace 
time, p, in (78) with equations  for allele frequencies. 
To begin,  note  that (77) may be written as 

Hence, 

One can show using the diffusion approximation  that 
z = 2s e’‘ has an exponential distribution with parame- 
ter X = 1 (N. H. BARTON, unpublished  results).  There- 
fore, 

Hitch of a modifier with tight  linkage: We can now 
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estimate the total change  in pm when the beneficial 
allele arises with the modifier allele ml ( Alpm) by inte- 
grating Sp, = D /  (pi$) 6pj over the  entire sweep: 

P I  n 

which uses the fact that the integral describes a  beta 
function  that can be evaluated in terms of r functions 
as long as rl < s (ABROMOWITZ and STEGUN 1970, p. 
258) . For small rates of recombination ( rl < s) this 
becomes 

(log(4Ns) + y )  

where y is Euler's  constant. Similarly, if the  mutation 
arises with allele Q, the  frequency of the ml allele 
changes by an  amount 

Aopm -p,(4Ns) -'T 1 + - r 1 - - . (82)  ( : ) 2  ( :) 
Equations 80 and 82  describe  the  change  in fre- 
quency of the modifier  locus given that jl is initially 
linked with a specific allele at locus M and given that 
j ,  does fix. 

Taking into  account  the fact that  the beneficial allele 
jl has a  chance p, of arising with ml in which  case  its 
fixation probability is Fl and a  chance q, of arising with 
% in which  case  its fixation probability is Fo, the  uncon- 
ditional  expectation  for the  change  in  the modifier is 

- 
Apm = p m  FI Alpm + q m  FO A O p m .  (83 )  

When selection acts only at locus J ,  the probability of 
fixation of jl is Fl = Fo = 2s, regardless of which allele 
is carried  at  the modifier locus. Therefore, from (80) 
and  (82) , Apm equals 0 as expected;  hitchhiking does 
not,  on average, change  the allele frequencies  at  a  neu- 
tral linked locus. 

When more  than one locus is under selection, how- 
ever, the fixation probabilities differ from 2s  as de- 
scribed by ( l l ) and ( 12) . Since 6l-I is  always positive 
under  the conditions  explored  in this paper,  the fixa- 
tion of a beneficial mutation is more likely if it first 
appears linked to  a modifier allele that increases recom- 
bination (here, ml ) ; that is, 4 > Fo. Using ( 11 ) and 
( 1 2 ) ,  we can rewrite (83)  as 

- 

X T  I + -  r 1 " .  (84) ( : ) 2  ( :) 

The  strength of selection acting indirectly on  the mod- 
ifier locus is therefore, 

Note that this selection coefficient is not measured  per 
generation  but  per  mutation  that arises when there is 
directional selection at  another locus. 

Hitch of a modifier with loose  linkage: With loose 
linkage the situation is much simpler. If rl is large rela- 
tive to s, then  the disequilibrium decays rapidly while 
jl is  still rare.  Therefore we can assume that D /  (@,e-) 
= D / p j .  To obtain an estimate of the  change  in fre- 
quency at  the modifier locus, we note  that  the  standard 
two-locus recursions can be used to show that  the 
change in frequency of a  neutral  linked allele (p,) per 
generation  depends only on  the disequilibrium be- 
tween the two loci: Ap, = Ds. We therefore focus on 
obtaining an estimate for D. For clarity, we  will write D 
as D (  F )  , to emphasize the  dependence of D on time. 
As long as the disequilibrium decays  while jl is still rare, 
D (  f') /pj will decrease at  rate rl . Furthermore, we can 
use ( 79 ) to note  that pj = e'( T+T ) / 2Nconditional  upon 
the fixation of jl . To obtain an estimate of D ( F )  , first 
note  that 

( 8 6 )  

using the fact that z = 2s esr has an exponential distribu- 
tion with parameter X = 1 independent of the value of 
D (  T) . Rearranging, 

When jl arises in coupling with ml , D (  0 )  /pj( 0 )  = 
qm. In this case, the  expected hitch of the loosely linked 
modifier allele is 

Alpm=[sD(T)d.i.=[ se("-'l)'" " 1  4sN qm 

When j ,  arises in coupling with %, D (  0 )  /pj( 0 )  = p, 
and  the change  in frequency of the ml allele is 
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When only locus Jis under selection, the probability 
of fixation of jl is Fl = Fo = 2s. In this case, using 
( 8 3 ) ,  the  unconditional  expectation  for  the  change in 
frequency of ml is again 0. With selection at  more  than 
one locus, we must use ( 11 ) and ( 12) for F, and Fo. 
With loose linkage, therefore, we have that  the  expected 
change  in frequency at  the modifier locus is 

Simulation check A two-locus model with selection 
acting on only one locus, J ,  was simulated to check 
(80) and (88). The population (size 2N = l o6 )  was 
begun with a single copy of allele jl initially linked with 
ml at  the  second,  neutral locus. The frequency of ml 
was set to p ,  = '/? at  the  beginning of the simulation 
and was monitored  during  the sweep ofjl . Among those 
processes that fixed, Ap, was determined  and com- 
pared to ( 80) and ( 88) for  a variety  of  values  of the 
recombination  rate as  shown in Figure 12. The equa- 
tions derived here provide better estimates of the 
change  in allele frequency  than do  the deterministic 
estimates provided by MAYNARD SMITH and HAICH 
(1974,  their  Equation 14) or by STEPHAN et al. (1992, 
their  Equation 17) as  shown in Figure 12 (dotted  and 
lower dashed lines, respectively). Our approximations 
perform  better  than these deterministic estimates be- 
cause they take into  account  the initial stochastic fluc- 
tuations that  occur when the beneficial mutation first 
arises.  Specifically, we incorporate  the  apparent acceler- 
ation  in  the  spread of a beneficial allele that occurs 
among those processes that successfully lead to the fix- 
ation of the beneficial allele. In  a previous study, STE- 
PHAN et al. ( 1992) used a diffusion approach to incorpo- 
rate stochastic fluctuations into estimates of the effect 
of hitchhiking. These  authors focused, however, on esti- 
mating  the  expected  change in heterozygosity (Equa- 
tion 14c). Since heterozygosity is not a  linear  function 
of allele frequencies,  the  expected  change in heterozy- 
gosity does not provide a  good estimate of the  expected 
change in allele frequency (see  upper dashed lines in 

A 
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FIGURE 12.-The change  in allele frequency due to hitch- 
hiking. The  change in  frequency, Ap,, of a neutral allele that 
is initially associated with a beneficial allele at a  linked locus 
is shown, given that  the beneficial allele does fix within the 
population. Simulation results are given by the  dots  for vari- 
ous values of r, between the neutral and selected loci, with 
parameters 2N = lo6 ,  p , ( O )  = p,(0) = 1/(2N),   and 
with lo6  replications per  dot.  The vertical lines denote ?1.96 
SE for  each estimate. - , (80) for small rl and (88) for large 
r,;  - , estimates based on ( 14) from MAYNARD SMITH and 
HAIGH (1974) ; ---, estimates based on  (14c)  (bottom dashed 
line)  and ( 17)  (upper  dashed  line)  from STEPHAN et al. 
(1992). ( A )  s = 0.01. (B)  s = 0.1. 

Figure 12) . We therefore use (80) and (88) to describe 
the expected  change  in frequency of an allele due to 
hitchhiking with a new beneficial mutation. 


